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Introduction

1.

Introduction

The development of complex organisms requires a tight temporal and spatial
regulation of gene expression to orchestrate a multitude of different processes that
finally lead to the genesis of a new life. Also in an adult organism many of the
processes that run during embryogenesis are important for the maintenance of tissue
homeostasis. Intrinsic factors such as genetic defects or spontaneous mutations but
also extrinsic environmental factors like toxins, radiation or some viruses can
interfere with the proper course of actions leading to the acquirement of genetic
aberrations. Different safeguard mechanisms take care that the defects are corrected
otherwise the damaged cell is driven into apoptosis.1,2 In rare cases, damaged cells
escape these control mechanisms and continue to proliferate. If several lesions
accumulate that hit critical regulatory networks a normal cell may acquire a number of
distinctive and complementary capabilities that finally allow for unrestricted, i.e.
tumorigenic growth.
According to Hanahan and Weinberg the aforementioned capabilities that a cell
progressively acquires during malignant transformation are sustained proliferative
signaling, apoptosis evasion, induction of angiogenesis, replicative immortality,
evasion of growth suppressors, induction of invasion and metastasis, deregulation of
energy metabolism and escape from immune destruction.3,4 The basis for the
acquisition of these characteristics are genomic alterations. Normally, spontaneous
mutations are rare and random events. However, genomic instability and chronic
inflammation significantly increase the mutation rate.5,6 The gain of genetic diversity is
paralleled by an increasing chance to acquire genomic alterations that confer a
selective advantage to the cell, i.e. promotion of proliferation and survival, and
thereby foster tumorigenesis. This results from the activation of pro-survival factors
like oncogenes or the inactivation of growth inhibitory factors like tumor suppressor
genes. Both oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes include transcription factors,
two of which were analyzed in more detail in the context of tumorigenesis in the
present study: MYC family members and NF-κB.

1.1.

MYC proto-oncogene family of transcription factors

Toward the end of the 70s, a gene of the avian carcinoma virus MC29 could be
related to the transformation potential of the virus. According to its ability to induce
1
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myelocytomatosis this oncogene was named v-myc. The fact that v-myc is not
necessary for viral replication together with its striking sequence homology to a host
gene, consequently termed cellular Myc (c-Myc), implied that v-myc was not a viral
but a host cell-derived gene.7,8 In the course of 35 years of research, MYC taught us
several groundbreaking lessons in the context of both tumorigenesis and the
physiological nature of a transcription factor.9
In mammals, the family of MYC genes consists of three members: MYC (formerly
known as c-MYC), MYCN and MYCL.10,11 Strikingly, expression of about 15 % of all
human genes is regulated by MYC family members.12 Thus, it is not surprising that
they are involved in the regulation of almost all cellular processes including cell
growth, proliferation, apoptosis and differentiation.13,14
1.1.1.

Structure and function of MYC proteins

The N-terminus of MYC proteins harbors three highly conserved motifs known as
Mycboxes (MB), which are required for the regulation of MYC protein stability (via
MBI and MBIII), an efficient modulation of target gene activity (via MBII and MBIII)
and to fulfill all known biological functions (via MBII).15-18 Furthermore, MYC proteins
contain a nuclear localization signal (NLS) and a C-terminal region that is composed
of a DNA-binding basic region (BR) and the helix-loop-helix-leucine zipper (HLH-LZ)
dimerization motif (Figure 1.1). DNA-binding and transcriptional transactivation strictly
depend on the dimerization of MYC proteins with MYC-associated factor X (MAX),
which is also a basic HLH-LZ protein.19-21 The MYC:MAX heterodimer is a sequencespecific transcription factor dimer and binds to a characteristic DNA motif termed Ebox (CACGTG) thereby activating gene expression.22

Figure 1.1: Protein structure of MYC and its binding partner MAX. MB: Mycbox;
NLS: nuclear localization signal; BR: basic region; HLH: helix-loop-helix; LZ: leucine
zipper.23
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In addition to dimerizing with MYC, MAX can also form transcriptionally inert homodimers or transcriptionally repressive heterodimers with additional related basic HLHLZ transcription factors including MAX dimerization proteins (MXD) 1 - 4 (formerly
known as MAD1, MXI1, MAD3 and MAD4), MAX’s next tango (MNT) and MAX gene
associated (MGA).21,24-27 Also these dimers bind to E-boxes, however, they are
transcriptional repressors. Depending on the dimerization partner of MAX, diverse
transcriptional coactivators or corepressors are recruited to or displaced from the
transcriptional machinery to finally activate or re-press target gene transcription.28-31
As these coregulatory protein complexes include histone modifying enzymes such as
histone

acetyltransferases

or

histone

deacetylases,

DNA-binding

of

MAX-

heterodimers induces chromatin remodeling.28-30,32,33
Importantly, MYC proteins also act as transcriptional repressors although the
mechanisms yet are less well understood. By binding to transcriptional activators
such as MYC-interacting zinc finger 1 (MIZ1), the MYC:MAX heterodimer disrupts
their function and consequently also gene transcription.34-37 Additionally, MYC confers
transcriptional repression via activation of microRNAs (miRNAs) including the
miR-17-92 cluster of miRNAs.38-41
Moreover, even transcription-independent functions of MYC have been described:
Cowling and colleagues show that MYC mutants that lack the DNA-binding domain
impact on transcription and mRNA metabolism by promoting phosphorylation of RNA
polymerase II carboxy-terminal domain.42 Another study demonstrates a direct role in
the control of DNA replication by MYC-dependent recruitment of pre-replicative
complex components.43 Of note, even in the absence of MAX many biological
functions of MYC are preserved, at least in part.44,45
All the above-mentioned examples of how MYC proteins function as transcriptional
regulators illustrate that not only MYC-targeted genes but also the mechanisms by
which MYC modulates their expression are manifold. Being such global players MYC
proto-oncogenes themselves are tightly regulated on DNA, RNA and protein level,
which further potentiates the complexity of the MYC network.46-49
1.1.2.

Physiological roles of MYC

Many of the functions of MYC proteins have been discovered by linking deregulated
MYC gene expression to unrestricted cell proliferation and growth, differentiation,
angiogenesis, cell metabolism and apoptosis. Numerous in-depth analyses of MYC3
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related gene expression profiles, the mapping of its DNA-binding sites to the
respective genes using ChiP-seq and, since recently, also MYC-related miRNA
expression profiles and DNA methylation patterns induced by MYC bare the large
number of MYC target genes and directly link MYC proteins to a considerable
number of cellular functions.50
Cell proliferation and growth
During embryogenesis MYC family genes are strongly expressed and a deletion of
MYC or MYCN (but not of MYCL) leads to premature death in midgestation
embryos.51,52 The large number of growth factors, cytokines and mitogens activating
MYC expression proves the direct connection of MYC proteins to cell proliferation.53-56
This is further supported by the finding that upon exposure to mitogenic stimuli
quiescent cells cannot enter cell cycle if they fail to induce MYC expression.57,58 Many
of the MYC-targeted genes are involved in cell cycle regulation. Genes that stop cell
cycle progression are repressed (e.g. p21 or p15) and factors promoting cell cycle
progression are induced (e.g. E2F, cyclin D, cyclin E).33,59-61 Another set of MYC target
genes, including serine hydroxymethyltransferase 2, carbamoyl-phosphate synthase,
aspartate transcarbamylase and dihydroorotase, is engaged in the synthesis of
nucleic acid.50 But also the modulation of chromatin belongs to the repertoire of the
MYC protein family. Its target gene ornithine decarboxylase stabilizes and protects
DNA.62 In addition, MYC proteins coordinate global histone modifications including
methylation and acetylation, which is in part mediated by direct interaction with
histone-modifying enzymes.63 Moreover, MYC proteins regulate cell growth as shown
by the correlation of cell size and MYC expression levels and by the fact that MYC
activates factors that are important in protein translation.45,64-67
Inhibition of cell differentiation
Differentiation, the process by which precursor cells become more specialized cell
types, is indispensable for the development of complex organisms that are composed
of many different cell types. One pathway that is involved at all stages of
differentiation is the Wnt signaling pathway and a key downstream target is MYC.68,69
Moreover, expression of MYC decreases when proliferating cells differentiate or, in
other words, a cell cannot terminally differentiate as long as MYC is strongly
4
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expressed.53,70-72 Accordingly, inactivation of MYC in hepatocellular cancer led to the
differentiation of tumor cells to hepatocytes and biliary cells.73
Importantly, MYC is also involved in stem cell biology and regulates the balance
between self-renewal and differentiation.74 Recent studies demonstrate that also
MYC-regulated miRNAs are involved in this process.75,76 The miR-200 family of
miRNAs, which is induced by MYC in embryonic stem cells but not in differentiated or
transformed hematopoietic cells, target SUZ12, a component of the polycomb
repressive complex 2 thereby linking MYC to epigenetic control.77 Furthermore, MYC
is one of the four so-called Yamanaka factors (Oct3/4, Sox2, MYC and KLF4) that
are sufficient to induce reprogramming of terminally differentiated cells to an
embryonic-like state.78
Angiogenesis
Vasculogenesis, i.e. the establishment of a primitive vascular network, is regulated
by vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and its receptors VEGFR1 and
VEGFR2. Angiogenesis describes the process of sprouting and remodeling of
capillaries from preexisting vessels and is regulated by angiopoietin 1 and 2.79,80 Also
the hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF1α) is involved in primitive erythropoiesis and
vasculogenesis.81 The anti-angiogenic factor thrombospondin-1 is important in the
normal physiological down-regulation of neovascularization.82 All these angiogenic
regulators, VEGF, HIF1α, thrombospondin-1, angiopoietin 1 and 2 are MYC target
genes.83-86
Metabolism
MYC regulates genes related to the biogenesis of mitochondria and ribosomes,
organelles that are required for energy production and biosynthesis.45,64,87-90
Furthermore, MYC controls glucose and glutamine metabolism by targeting lactate
dehydrogenase A (LDHA), the glucose transporter GLUT1, hexokinase 2, phosphofructokinase, enolase 1 and genes involved in glutamine metabolism such as the
high affinity glutamine importers ASCT2 and SN2.91-99 Via repression of miR-23a and
miR-23b, MYC induces glutaminase expression and thus glutamine metabolism.100
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1.1.3.

MYC proteins in cancer

Under physiological conditions MYC expression is dependent on mitogens but a
common feature of cancer cells is that they lose this control. In up to 70% of human
tumors the expression of MYC oncogenes is deregulated and results in elevated
protein levels. This occurs through diverse mechanisms including translocations,
amplifications, enhanced translation and protein stabilization.101-106 However, mostly
MYC expression is activated indirectly through alterations in signaling pathways that
modulate MYC transcription. The common denominator of all these changes is the
overexpression of MYC oncoproteins, which led to the concept that high levels of
MYC predispose a cell for malignant transformation.
As outlined above, MYC proteins are involved in the regulation of almost all
physiological cellular processes. The increased activity of MYC proteins is thought to
contribute to tumorigenesis mainly by inducing autonomous cellular growth and
proliferation, but tumor cells also profit from MYC’s potential to block differentiation or
induce angiogenesis and genomic instability.23,26,107-111 However, the deregulated
expression of MYC alone fails to transform cells as MYC is a potent inducer of
apoptosis. Thus anti-apoptotic mechanisms must be activated to antagonize MYC’s
pro-apoptotic function and to allow for malignant transformation.112-117
MYC-induced apoptosis
Similar to other oncogenes, induction of MYC in normal cells triggers the apoptotic
program.114,115 It is believed that this pro-apoptotic function is a stress response to
MYC-induced hyperproliferation.118
In a normal cell, stimuli such as chemotherapy, irradiation or growth factor withdrawal
induce the mitochondrial or intrinsic apoptotic pathway by activating the B cell
lymphoma 2 (BCL-2) family members BCL-2‑interacting mediator of cell death (BIM),
BCL‑2 antagonist of cell death (BAD), NOXA, p53 upregulated modulator of
apoptosis (PUMA) or BCL-2 homology 3‑interacting domain death agonist (BID)
(Figure 1.2 a). These factors associate with the anti-apoptotic BCL-2 family members
BCL-2, BCL-extra large (BCL-XL) and myeloid leukemia cell differentiation 1 (MCL1)
thereby liberating the pro-apoptotic proteins BCL-2-associated X protein (BAX) and
BCL-2 antagonist/ killer (BAK). BAX and BAK form a pore into the mitochondrial
membrane, which results in the release of cytochrome c, second mitochondrial
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activator of caspases (SMAC), endonuclease G and apoptosis inducing factor (AIF)
into the cytoplasm. Cytochrome c together with dATP and the scaffold protein
apoptotic protease-activating factor 1 (APAF1) form the so-called apoptosome, which
activates the initiator caspase 9 finally leading to an activation of the effector
caspases 3 and 7 and thus cell death (reviewed in Adams, 2003).119
MYC interferes with mitochondrial functions by modulating the expression and/ or
activity of BCL-2 family members. It induces PUMA and represses the transcription of
BCL-2 or BCL-XL.120-124 MYC stimulates BAX activity at the mitochondrion and
induces its transcription.125-127 MYC promotes the association of truncated BID (tBID)
with mitochondria and thereby the activation of BAX and BAK.128,129
The extrinsic pathway proceeds via death receptors (DR) such as tumor necrosis
factor receptor 1 (TNFR1), TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand receptor (TRAILR)
or Fas (also known as CD95) (Figure 1.2 b). It is activated by receptor-ligand
interaction, which induces death domain-mediated associations with the adaptor
molecules Fas‑associated death domain protein (FADD) and TNFR1‑associated
death domain protein (TRADD) and other components of the death-inducing
signaling complex (DISC) such as receptor-interacting protein 1 (RIP1), TNFRassociated factor 2 (TRAF2) and the procaspases 8 and 2. DISC formation triggers
cleavage of procaspases 8 and 2, which in turn cleave and thereby activate
downstream effector caspases (caspase 3 and 7) or the pro-apoptotic BID to
generate tBID. tBID is one factor linking the extrinsic to the intrinsic apoptotic
pathways, thus amplifying the apoptotic response (reviewed in Adams, 2003).119
Besides DR-mediated apoptosis, TNFα also induces the canonical nuclear factor-κB
(NF-κB) signaling cascade, which antagonizes apoptosis by inducing expression of
anti-apoptotic genes such as BCL-2 or BCL-XL (refer to section 1.3.1 on page 22).130
MYC can interfere with DR signaling at different levels. It activates the expression of
the Fas ligand (FasL) or TRAILR, it provokes the association of tBID with
mitochondria thereby inducing the release of cytochrome c, it promotes the potential
of components of the DISC to induce cytochrome c release, it blocks the activation of
NF-κB thereby inhibiting the induction of its anti-apoptotic target genes such as
BCL-2 or BCL-XL.111,131-135 Mutations inactivating Fas-receptor signaling lead to a
resistance to MYC-induced cell death.131,136,137
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Figure 1.2: The intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways. (a) Activation of the
intrinsic or mitochondrial pathway leads to the disruption of the mitochondrial
membrane and thereby to the release of cytochrome c, which results in apoptosomemediated activation of caspases. (b) Binding of external ligands to death receptors
(DR) initiates death-inducing signaling complex (DISC)-mediated cleavage of caspases
and BID, the latter of which links both apoptotic pathways and allows for signal
amplification. For more details refer to the text.138

The third starting point of MYC to trigger apoptosis is the activation of the sequencespecific transcription factor p53, which mediates the cellular stress response and
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“decides” whether a cell is arrested in G1 phase of the cell cycle or eliminated by
apoptosis (Figure 1.3).139,140. MYC can directly regulate p53 on transcriptional level
but also indirectly activate p53 by means of different mechanisms that increase its
protein stability.141 One such pathway is the ARF/ MDM2/ p53 tumor suppressor
pathway.120,142 MYC transcriptionally activates alternative reading frame (ARF), which
in turn binds to and thereby inhibits murine double minute 2 (MDM2), a negative
regulator of p53, finally leading to the induction of p53 target genes that promote cell
cycle arrest and apoptosis. Transcriptional activation of MDM2 and transcriptional
repression of ARF by p53 but also direct interaction of ARF with MYC, which impairs
its transactivation ability, serve as negative feedback loops.86,111,143-145
MYC proteins also induce DNA double strand breaks (DSB), e.g. via induction of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Figure 1.3).146 DSBs are sensed by the protein
serine/ threonine kinase ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM), which phosphorylates
and thereby stabilizes p53.147-149
Besides p53 also the transcription factor MIZ1 is activated in response to cellular
stress. Similar to p53, MIZ1 blocks cell cycle progression via transactivation of the
cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21CIP1, which likewise is the main mediator of p53dependent cell cycle arrest.150 MYC directly interacts with MIZ1, which not only

Figure 1.3: MYC induces and modulates the p53-mediated stress response. The
p53 transcription factor is a MYC target gene but MYC also indirectly activates p53 by
inducing the ARF/ MDM2/ p53 tumor suppressor pathway. p53 target genes promote
cell cycle arrest (e.g. p21CIP1) and apoptosis (e.g. PUMA). Transcriptional activation of
MDM2 and transcriptional repression of ARF by p53 serve as negative feedback loops.
MYC-induced DNA double strand breaks (DSB) activate ATM, which phosphorylates
and thus stabilizes p53. Interaction of MYC with the transcription factor MIZ1 disrupts
p21CIP1 gene expression and shifts p53-mediated stress response from cell cycle arrest
to apoptosis. Modified from Vousden, 2002 and Nilsson & Cleveland, 2003.111,150
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disrupts the function of MIZ1 but also blocks p21CIP1 induction by p53 (Figure
1.3).61,150,151 This finally shifts the balance of the p53-mediated stress response from
cell cycle arrest to apoptosis.
MYC-induced malignant transformation
Research of many decades has shown that malignant transformation is a multistep
process in the course of which cells acquire several aberrations finally leading to
tumor growth. Thus cancer is a generic term for a conglomeration of diseases whose
causes are diverse.
As illustrated above, MYC proteins induce several pathways that end up in apoptosis.
Thus it is not surprising that multiple anti-apoptotic and pro-survival pathways have
been identified that are activated in order to allow for tumorigenesis in the context of
MYC-driven malignancies. One such anti-apoptotic factor is survivin (BIRC5), an
inhibitor of apoptosis protein that is highly expressed in embryonic and fetal organs
as well as in the majority of cancers, but is undetectable in most adult tissues.152,153
BCL-2 supports MYC in cell transformation by inhibiting BAX or BAK-induced release
of pro-apoptotic factors from mitochondria.154-156 In vitro and in vivo data derived from
a MYC-driven lymphoma mouse model imply that inactivating mutations of BAX
might also counteract MYC-induced apoptosis.157,158
Moreover, several studies show that aberrant expression of MYC selects for the
inactivation of the ARF/ MDM2/ p53 pathway, which occurs via inactivation/ deletion
of positive regulators and overexpression of negative regulators. ARF and p53 are
inactivated by mutations or deletion, the p73 transcription factor, which shares
functional similarities with p53, is hypermethylated and thus inactivated.120,142,159-164
Hypermethylation but also gene deletion of death-associated protein kinase, which is
induced upon oncogenic stress and subsequently activates p53 in an ARFdependent manner, is a frequent event in many tumors.165,166
The negative regulators BCL-6, which is an inhibitor of p53-induced senescence, and
MDM2 are overexpressed.120,163,167,168 Furthermore, Bmi-1, a polycomb-group transcriptional repressor and a direct transcriptional target of MYC, collaborates with MYC
by inhibiting ARF.169,170 TBX2 represses the promoter of ARF thereby downmodulating MYC-mediated transactivation of ARF.171,172 Wnt signaling suppresses
MYC-induced

apoptosis

by

inhibiting

cytochrome

c

release

and

caspase

activation.173,174 AKT counteracts MYC-induced apoptosis by deregulating eukaryotic
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translation initiation factor 4E-dependent translation and by inhibiting the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway.175-178
Since MYC proteins target a plethora of signaling pathways, some more mechanisms, which are not described above, counterbalance MYC-induced apoptosis with
the result that MYC’s pro-proliferative function becomes important.
Oncogene addiction
In spite of the fact that tumors develop through stepwise accumulation of various
mutations, some tumor entities have approved to be dependent on the continued
activity of a single oncogene. This phenomenon has already been described in the
mid-nineties and is now known as oncogene addiction.179-182 Initial hints came from in

Table 1.1: Examples of compounds, which entered or passed clinical studies for
targeted therapy of oncogene-addicted human cancers. mut, mutant; ampl,
amplified; transl, translocated. Modified from Torti & Trusolino, 2011.186
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vitro studies on tumor cell lines and oncogene-driven tumor mouse models in which
targeted inactivation of the respective oncogene led to cell cycle arrest, senescence,
differentiation or apoptosis.179-181,183-185 Meanwhile, a number of compounds targeting
individual oncogenes such as BCR-ABL, HER2 or ALK are FDA approved or well on
the way to be (Table 1.1; reviewed in Torti & Trusolino, 2011).186
For some oncogenes including MYC protein family members still no inhibitor could
enter clinical trials even if several in vitro and in vivo studies demonstrated that
targeted inhibition of e.g. MYC is a promising treatment option.107,187-191
The biological processes underlying oncogene addiction are not fully understood to
date. However, the fact that sustained tumor regression upon oncogene inactivation
depends on a host immune response illustrates that it equally relies on cancer cell
intrinsic mechanisms as well as microenvironmental factors.186,192 Thus patients could
benefit from a combination therapy targeting the driving oncogene as well as
boosting the host’s immune response.
1.1.4.

MYC protein family-related tumors

MYCN-related tumors
The proto-oncogene MYCN is deregulated in diverse cancers of endodermal,
neuroectodermal as well as mesodermal origin, ranking at position 23 of genes,
which are most commonly amplified across human cancers (Table 1.2).193 Up to one
third of small cell lung carcinomas present with amplification or overexpression of
MYC family members, which is even more frequent in chemorefractory, thus the
more aggressive disease.194-197 In poor prognosis neuroblastoma (NB) and high-risk
medulloblastoma, both embryonic malignancies derived from neuroectoderm, MYCN
is amplified.10,198,199 There is accumulating evidence that the deregulation of MYCN
plays a causative role in the development and maintenance of these tumors.200-202
Also in primary retinoblastoma, another neuroectodermal tumor, MYCN is
consistently overexpressed.203,204 Sarcomas constitute a further tumor entity with
deregulation of MYCN. Amplification or overexpression of MYCN occurs in
rhabdomyosarcoma, where it is associated with adverse outcome in the alveolar
subtype and drives tumorigenesis in collaboration with PAX-FOXO1A fusion
protein.205-207 MYCN is expressed or overexpressed in the majority of pediatric
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synovial sarcomas.208 Finally, most Wilms’ tumors display overexpression of
MYCN.209
MYC-related tumors
MYC is the most frequently amplified gene across all human tumors.193 Malignancies,
which are related to a deregulation of MYC derive from all three germ layers (Table
1.2). Due to inactivating mutations of the tumor suppressor gene adenomatous
polyposis coli (APC), MYC is overexpressed in about two third of colon
carcinomas.68,210,211 Moreover, a large fraction of prostate carcinomas overexpress
MYC. There is evidence that tumor progression to poor prognosis advanced disease
is associated with an amplification of the MYC gene.212-214 The most common
amplification found in lung cancer is the amplification of MYC, but also MYCL and

Table 1.2: MYC protein family-related tumors. Frequencies given in the table refer to
human primary material only.
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MYCN rank among the twelve most common ones.197 While in normal brain tissue
MYC is not expressed, it is reexpressed or even overexpressed in about 80 % or
21.7 % of primary glioblastoma samples, respectively.215-217 In Burkitt’s lymphoma the
MYC proto-oncogene is consistently activated by its translocation to immunoglobulin
loci.101 The majority of Burkitt’s lymphoma cases also harbors constantly recurring
mutations within the transactivation domain of MYC, which support MYC-induced
transformation by increasing its protein stability and by altering MYC target gene
response.218,219 Another prominent example for MYC-driven tumorigenesis is hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in which MYC is frequently amplified.220-223 Interestingly, in
spite of amplification MYC expression levels are significantly lower in HCC compared
to noncancerous chronic liver diseases such as hepatitis and cirrhosis.222,223
Transgenic mouse models were the proof of principle that MYC overexpression
targeted to the liver is sufficient to initiate hepatocarcinogenesis.224

1.2.

The inhibitor of apoptosis protein survivin

With a size of 16.5 kDa, survivin is the smallest member of the mammalian inhibitor
of apoptosis (IAP) family of proteins. Its first representative has been discovered two
decades ago in a baculovirus and according to this discovery survivin is also called
baculoviral IAP repeat-containing 5 (BIRC5).225 Survivin is highly expressed during
embryogenesis but virtually undetectable in terminally differentiated adult tissues.226
Even in adult tissues containing high numbers of proliferating cells such as thymus,
intestine or testis it is expressed at only very low levels.227,228 Strikingly, it becomes
strongly reexpressed in human malignancies of lung, breast, pancreas, stomach,
colon, prostate and lymph nodes, just to name a few.229,230 This tumor-associated
expression pattern and the fact that it correlates with poor prognosis disease
qualified survivin as an attractive cancer therapeutic target.69,226
1.2.1.

Structure of survivin

Survivin is one out of eight members of the IAP family of proteins, which are
characterized by the presence of a variable number of baculovirus IAP repeat (BIR)
domains (Figure 1.4). Besides up to three BIR domains mediating protein-protein
interactions, most family members harbor additional domains such as a really
interesting new gene (RING) domain with E3 ubiquitin ligase activity or a caspase
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recruitment domain (CARD) domain, which generally mediates homotypic protein
interactions.231,232 However, at least the CARD domain in cIAP1 seems not to serve
for interactions with other CARD-containing proteins but it auto-inhibits its E3
ubiquitin ligase activity.233 More detailed structural and functional analyses revealed
two types of BIR domains: type I and type II. Type I BIR domains are found in XIAP,
cIAPs, ML-IAP and NAIP and mediate interaction with and inhibition of caspases.
However, survivin and Bruce harbor type II BIR domains. Besides their role in
apoptosis inhibition, type II BIR domain-containing IAP proteins are also involved in
the regulation of cell division.234,235
Survivin is a structurally unique IAP protein as it solely contains a single BIR domain.
Its BIR domain not only mediates interactions with other proteins but is also used for
homodimerization.236 Another characteristic unique among IAP proteins is the coiledcoil α-helix at the C-terminus, which is required for its function in cell division.236,237

Figure 1.4: IAP family of proteins in mammals. A conserved linker peptide shown in
red is required for inhibiting the caspases 3 and 7. However, only in XIAP it potently
confers caspase inhibition (refer to Table 1 in Eckelman et al. 2006).238 Solely the BIR3
domain of XIAP can directly bind and efficiently inhibit caspase 9.238 BIR: Baculovirus
IAP repeat; CARD: caspase recruitment domain; c-IAP1/2: cellular IAP1/2; ILP2: IAPlike protein-2; ML-IAP: melanoma IAP; NAIP: neuronal apoptosis-inhibitory protein;
RING: really interesting new gene; XIAP: X-linked IAP. Modified from Riedl & Shi,
2004.239
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1.2.2.

Dual physiological role of survivin

At its discovery in 1997, survivin was described as “novel anti-apoptosis gene”.226
Yet, its cell cycle-dependent expression already suggested that survivin might have
cell cycle-related functions. This dual functionality of survivin could also be associated to its differential localization. During cell division it shuttles between nucleus and
cytoplasm, while preferentially (if not exclusively) in tumor cells it localizes to
mitochondria to exert its anti-apoptotic function.240,241 Only in 2005 Bokarewa and
colleagues discovered extracellular survivin in the context of rheumatoid arthritis,
where high levels of survivin in synovial fluid correlated with erosive joint
destruction.242 This extracellular pool of survivin combines both anti-apoptotic and
pro-proliferative activity.243
Regulation of cell division
Survivin is a mitotic protein and its expression peaks in the G2/ M phase of cell
cycle.244 It has a large number of direct and indirect interaction partners that link it to
several signaling networks.245 It is part of the chromosomal passenger complex
(CPC), which is the main regulator of chromosome segregation and cytokinesis. The
CPC contains an enzymatic component, Aurora kinase B, the localization and activity
of which is regulated by the three CPC subunits inner centromere protein (INCENP),
Borealin and survivin.247 Survivin plays an essential role in targeting the CPC to the
different locations during mitosis (Figure 1.5), as in survivin-depleted cells the other
components of the CPC could not properly localize.248,249
Phosphothreonine at position 3 of histone H3 is sensed by survivin, which then
recruits the CPC to chromosomes resulting in the activation of Aurora B.250,251
Activated Aurora B phosphorylates chromatin-associated histone H3 at several sites,
which is essential for chromosome condensation and thus an appropriate
progression through mitosis.252-254 Moreover, survivin tightly coordinates microtubule
dynamics via Aurora B, which e.g. negatively regulates activity of the microtubuledepolymerizing kinesin mitotic centromere-associated kinesin (MCAK) to stabilize
microtubules and to allow for spindle formation.255-257 As a component of the spindleassembly checkpoint, survivin senses kinetochore-microtubule attachment thus
acting as a molecular switch between cell cycle progression and cell cycle arrest.244,258
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Figure 1.5: Subcellular localization of survivin during mitotic phase of cell cycle.
Modified from Altieri 2001.246

Furthermore, cells lacking survivin fail to complete cytokinesis and die during
interphase.248,259,260 Even CPC-independent functions of survivin as controller of
microtubule dynamics have been reported.261 Its essential role in cell division is
further supported by the observation that inhibition of survivin leads to severe cell
cycle defects and early intrauterine death during embryogenesis.262-264 All together
these findings support that survivin is a key factor in maintaining genomic integrity
and thus represents a switch point connecting cell cycle to apoptosis.
Inhibitor of apoptosis
Even if the BIR domain qualifies survivin as an IAP protein, its involvement in the
regulation of apoptosis has long been a matter of debate. The finding that the most
intensely investigated IAP family member, XIAP, directly interacts with and potently
inhibits caspases led to the general acceptance that also other family members
should similarly exert their anti-apoptotic activity.238,265 Although in vitro experiments
using cell-free systems could document that survivin directly binds to and inhibits
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caspases, by now, evidences grow stronger that XIAP is the only IAP protein capable
of efficiently inhibiting caspases by direct interaction.238,266
Depending on the cellular context, a loss of survivin results in spontaneous
mitosis-associated

cell

death

and

sensitizes

tumor

cells

to

anti-cancer

treatments.248,259,262,267,268 Moreover, survivin prevents apoptosis induced by a loss of
mitochondrial membrane potential, which implies that the anti-apoptotic function of
survivin does not exclusively serve as a checkpoint during cell cycle progression
through mitosis.268,269
Different mechanisms have been described of how survivin inhibits apoptosis to
preserve proliferation and viability in stress situations. Survivin forms a complex with
XIAP thereby increasing its protein stability and thus its caspase inhibitory
activity.241,270,271 Additionally, survivin binds to SMAC, whereby on the one hand its
release from mitochondria is delayed and on the other hand its pro-apoptotic activity
in the cytoplasm is blocked.271,272 Another binding partner of survivin is hepatitis B Xinteracting protein (HBXIP). Attachment of the survivin-HBXIP complex to caspase 9
inhibits its activation.273
1.2.3.

Survivin in cancer

Right at its discovery, Ambrosini and colleagues demonstrated that survivin is
abundantly expressed in many human tumors (Table 1.3), i.e. proliferating cells, but
not in terminally differentiated, resting cells of adult tissues.226 Transcriptome
analyses revealed that survivin ranks at fourth position of genes that are
overexpressed in the most common human malignancies while undetectable in the
corresponding normal tissues.229 However, tumor cells not only profit from its dual
function in cell division and apoptosis inhibition. When overexpressed, survivin
additionally drives the entry into S phase of cell cycle by preventing G1 arrest and it
promotes aberrant progression from G2 to M phase.244,245,274 Via reorganization of the
mitochondrial fusion and fission machinery, survivin shifts cell metabolism from
oxidative phosphorylation to anaerobic glycolysis, which prevents an accumulation of
ROS and thus FOXO3-induced apoptosis.275 Generally, an overexpression of survivin
correlates with poor prognosis i.e. higher incidence of relapse, reduced survival and
therapy resistance.276
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Table 1.3: Selection of human tumors, which (over-)express survivin. Frequencies
given in the table refer to human primary material.

Mechanisms of survivin overexpression in cancer
Cancer therapies usually aim at inducing death of the tumor cells, which primarily
occurs via apoptosis. However, in tumors apoptosis signaling is frequently deregulated, e.g. via overexpression of survivin, thus conferring resistance to many
treatment regimens.267 In some tumor entities expression of survivin is increased
based on the amplification of its gene locus like in neuroblastoma or due to promoter
demethylation as in ovarian cancers.287,288,301 However, in the majority of cases
survivin gets overexpressed through its interconnection with many other signaling
cascades. It is a downstream target of oncogenes including E2F, MYC, RAS or
signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3), which are frequently
deregulated in human malignancies leading to increased survivin levels.302-308
Furthermore, the loss or mutation of tumor suppressors such as p53, phosphatase
and tensin homolog (PTEN), retinoblastoma protein (pRb) or APC similarly result in
an overexpression of survivin.303,309-313 Also the aberrant activation of oncogenic
signaling cascades including the PI3K/ PTEN/ AKT/ mTOR (mammalian target of
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rapamycin), the Notch, the Wnt/ β-catenin, the NF-κB or the mitogen-activated
protein kinases (MAPK) pathways have been shown to end up in an enforced
expression of survivin.277,314-317 HIF1-α, which is induced either upon hypoxia, a feature
typical of most tumors, or upon activation of the PI3K/ AKT pathway, directly binds to
the promoter of survivin and induces its gene expression.318,319 Finally, survivin protein
is stabilized by binding to the heat-shock protein 90 (Hsp90), which orchestrates
proper protein folding and maturation and is a key factor of cellular stress response
that is frequently overexpressed in human tumors.320,321
Survivin and tumor angiogenesis
Under physiological conditions of adult angiogenesis, stimuli such as hypoxia,
glucose deficiency or inflammation induce expression and release of mitogens
including VEGF and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF).322-324 These mitogens
transiently activate quiescent endothelial cells (EC), which start to proliferate and
migrate to finally generate new vessels from existing ones (reviewed by Carmeliet &
Jain, 2011).324 Mitogen-related activation of EC leads to a pronounced up-regulation
of survivin downstream of the PI3K/ AKT pathway.325-328 As an essential mediator of
the anti-apoptotic activity of angiogenic stimuli, survivin contributes to the stabilization
of newly formed blood vessels.327,329
In tumors a so-called “angiogenic switch” leads to constitutive activation of angiogenesis.330 The resulting tumor vasculature differs from normal blood vessels in terms
of structure, organization and most importantly functionality.331 Loss of survivin drives
EC into apoptosis, which inhibits tumor angiogenesis and finally results in cancer cell
apoptosis and thus tumor regression.332 These findings show that sustained
angiogenesis in tumors, particularly continuous EC proliferation and survival, strongly
depend on a constant expression of survivin in EC.
Role of survivin in invasion and metastasis
Survivin has also been shown to promote invasion and metastasis, which is
independent of its anti-apoptotic function but depends on the interaction of survivin
with XIAP. Survivin-XIAP complexes induce NF-κB signaling resulting in increased
expression and secretion of fibronectin. Fibronectin-mediated activation of the cell
motility kinases focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and sarcoma (SRC) protects cancer
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cells from anoikis and initiates invasion and metastasis.333 Additionally, induction and
activation of matrix metalloproteinases downstream of fibronectin signaling further
supports a migratory phenotype.130,334-336
Survivin participates in immune evasion
Already in the 1950s the interconnection of the immune status of a patient and tumor
incidence was described.337 Later on experimental evidences accumulated showing
that, indeed, the host immune response efficiently eliminates transformed cells but
likewise selects for poorly immunogenic tumor cells.338 Meanwhile, this process of
cancer immunoediting emerges as a new hallmark of cancer.4 Clearance of immunogenic tumor cells mostly occurs via activation of cytotoxic T cells, which trigger
apoptosis of the target cell.339 Via inhibition of apoptosis survivin confers resistance to
anti-tumor cytotoxic T cells.340
1.2.4.

Survivin as cancer therapeutic target

Not only its pronounced tumor-associated expression but also its wiring with many
different oncogenic signaling pathways qualifies survivin as a promising cancer
therapeutic target. Although survivin is expressed in proliferating non-transformed
adult tissues, first results from preclinical and clinical studies have shown that
inhibition of survivin had no significant adverse effects.341 The fact that survivin
interconnects a whole network of tumor-related signaling cascades has two main
advantages for targeted therapies: By affecting several oncogenic pathways at once,
not only the drug’s therapeutic effect is amplified but also the risk of therapy
resistance is reduced, a complication frequently encountered when targeting a single
signaling cascade.342 Due to its implication in angiogenesis, down-modulation of
survivin not only compromises tumor cells themselves but also tumor vessel
endothelial cells.329,332 A serious obstacle to current treatment regimens are cancer
stem cells, which – like normal stem cells - are more therapy-resistant and may
regrow the tumor following initial regression.343,344 Since survivin is developmentally
expressed, including the stem cell compartment, its targeting may affect cancer stem
cells as well.345-347 Many studies applying various approaches to directly or indirectly
inhibit survivin gave proof of its anti-tumor efficacy, i.e. growth inhibition, increased
spontaneous apoptosis rates, suppression of tumor angiogenesis and sensitization to
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conventional anti-cancer treatments.230,267,341 Please refer to the review articles of Kelly
et al. and Kanwar et al. for a more detailed description of anti-tumor treatment
strategies targeting survivin and their current status of clinical development.348,349

1.3.

The NF-κB transcription factor

Almost 30 years back, NF-κB was discovered as a nuclear factor binding to the κ
light chain enhancer in B cells.350 Since then, intense studies of this transcription
factor resulted in more than 57.000 published articles by the end of 2013 – this is
more than twice as many articles as on MYC proteins and far more than ten times as
many articles as on survivin (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed). In the meantime
about 400 genes have been validated as direct target genes of NF-κB, for about a
further 80 target genes a direct regulation could not be demonstrated yet and
additional several hundreds of potential target genes await further analyses
(http://www.bu.edu/nf-kb/gene-resources/target-genes/). These numerous NF-κB
target genes are mainly involved in immune and inflammatory responses but also in
cell proliferation, stress response, apoptosis, differentiation and development. Thus,
it is not surprising, that a deregulation of NF-κB results in most diverse diseases
including arthritis, liver fibrosis and cancer.351,352
1.3.1.

Structure and function

In mammals, the NF-κB/ Rel family of proteins comprises five members, which make
up the homo- or heterodimeric NF-κB transcription factor (Figure 1.6). NF-κB dimers
bind to common consensus DNA sequences within the promoter/ enhancer of their
target genes, the so-called κB sites: 5’-GGG.Pu.NN.Py.Py.CC-3’ (Pu = purine base,
Py = pyrimidine base, N = any base). All family members share an N-terminal Rel
homology domain (RHD), which mediates DNA-binding, dimerization, interaction with
inhibitor of NF-κB (IκB) proteins and NLS-dependent nuclear translocation. The most
abundant NF-κB dimer and effector of the canonical pathway is the p50:p65
heterodimer, which can be detected in almost every cell type. The abundance of
other known dimers varies in different cell types.351 Glycine-rich region (GRR)dependent processing of the precursor molecules p100 and p105 generates the NFκB subunits p52 and p50.353 Contrary to the other NF-κB subunits, p50 and p52 lack
a transactivation domain, so that their homo- or heterodimers are transcriptional
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repressors. NF-κB dimers are already pre-synthesized to allow for a rapid cellular
response upon induction of the various signaling cascades that converge on NF-κB.
Except for a few cell types, such as mature B cells or macrophages where NF-κB is
constitutively active, in resting cells its activity is tightly regulated by binding to
inhibitory molecules of the IκB family.351
The inhibitory IκB family of proteins contains seven members, two of which we
already know from the NF-κB/ Rel family: p100 and p105 (Figure 1.6). The
characteristic structural feature of IκB proteins are five to seven ankyrin (ANK)
repeats mediating protein-protein interactions with the RHD domain of NF-κB. By
binding to NF-κB dimers, IκB proteins mask at least one of two NLS domains within
NF-κB. In the case of IκBα:p50:p65 complexes, the unmasked NLS domain in p50
and the nuclear export sequence in IκBα induce a constant shuttling of the complex
between cytoplasm and nucleus with cytoplasmic steady-state localization. Other IκB
proteins simply retain NF-κB in the cytoplasm. In the non-canonical pathway, p100
within the p100:RelB dimer simultaneously acts as IκB to auto-inhibit nuclear
translocation.351
The upstream regulator of IκB proteins are the IκB kinases (IKK) IKK1 and IKK2,
which set the phosphorylation mark on IκB proteins to induce their ubiquitinationmediated proteasomal degradation. The canonical NF-κB pathway engages an IKK
complex, which is composed of the two catalytically active subunits IKK1 and IKK2
and the regulatory subunit NF-κB essential modulator (NEMO) (Figure 1.6).
Together, IKK2 and NEMO are necessary and sufficient for signal propagation
whereas the role of IKK1 within this complex is largely unknown. Besides their kinase
domains, IKK1 and IKK2 each harbor a LZ to dimerize, a HLH motif, which is
essential for full kinase activity and a NEMO-binding domain (NBD) for their
interaction with NEMO’s amino-terminal coiled-coil (CC) domain CC1.351 CC2 and LZ
form the ubiquitin-binding domain of NEMO and the zinc finger (Z) is believed to
mediate interactions with substrates.354 The non-canonical cascade exclusively relies
on IKK1, which is thought to exclusively phosphorylate p100 when associated with
RelB.351
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Figure 1.6: Members of the NF-κB/ Rel, IκB and IKK protein families. For more
details refer to the text. ANK: ankyrin repeat; Bcl: B cell lymphoma; CC: coiled-coil; DD:
death domain; GRR: glycine-rich region; HLH: helix-loop-helix; IκB: inhibitor of NF-κB;
IKK: IκB kinase; LZ: leucine-zipper; NBD: NEMO-binding domain; NF-κB: nuclear
factor κB; PEST: proline-, glutamic acid-, serine-, and threonine-rich region; RHD. Rel
homology domain; TAD: transactivation domain; Z: zinc finger. Modified from
Oeckinghaus & Ghosh 2009.351
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Figure 1.7 Canonical and non-canonical pathways of NF-κB. Stimulus-induced
phosphorylation and thus activation of IκB kinases (IKK) leads to the phosphorylation
and subsequent ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal degradation of IκB proteins. Released
NF-κB dimers translocate to the nucleus and initiate gene expression. For more details
refer to the text. BAFF: B-cell activating factor of the TNF family; CD40L: CD40 ligand;
FADD: Fas-associated death domain; IL-1: interleukin 1; LPS: lipopolysaccharide; LTβR: lymphotoxin-β receptor; NIK: NF-κB-inducing kinase; PTM: post-translational
modification; RIP: receptor-interacting protein; TAK: transforming growth factor-β
activated kinase; TNFR: tumor necrosis factor receptor; TRADD: TNF receptor–
associated death domain; TRAF: TNF receptor-associated factor; Ub; ubiquitin.
Modified from Oeckinghaus et al. 2011.355
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The canonical NF-κB signaling pathway

In the canonical pathway, NF-κB is the downstream effector of a multitude of stimuli
including tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα), interleukin 1 (IL-1), lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) or antigens presented to T cell and B cell receptors (Figure 1.7). Depending on
the receptor, ligand-binding initiates sequential recruitment of different adaptor
molecules (e.g. FADD, TRADD, MyD88, Toll–IL-1–resistance domain–containing
adaptor-inducing interferon-β (TRIF)), E3 ubiquitin ligases (e.g. TRAF2 and TRAF6)
and kinases (e.g. IL-1 receptor-associated kinase (IRAK), transforming growth factor-

β activated kinase 1 (TAK1), RIP1), which get activated and subsequently
phosphorylate and activate IKK2 within IKK complexes. Activated IKK2 phosphorylates inhibitory IκB proteins thereby initiating their ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal
degradation. Freed NF-κB dimers translocate from cytoplasm to nucleus and bind to
κB sites on the DNA to finally activate gene expression. Transcriptional targeting of
IκBα or p105 serves as negative feedback loop to limit the cellular response.351,355
The non-canonical NF-κB signaling pathway

The non-canonical signaling cascade is only responsive to a limited set of TNF family
members including lymphotoxin-β (LT-β) and CD40 ligand (CD40L). In resting cells,
TRAF3 mediates proteasomal degradation of NF-κB-inducing kinase (NIK). Upon
ligand-binding, TRAF3 is degraded in a TRAF2 and cIAP-dependent manner, which
results in the stabilization of NIK. NIK phosphorylates and thus activates IKK1, which
sets the phosphorylation mark for partial proteolysis of p100 to p52 to finally allow for
nuclear translocation of active p52:RelB dimers where they initiate gene
expression.355
1.3.2.

Physiological roles of NF-κB

The different pathways of NF-κB signaling coordinate innate and adaptive immunity
but are similarly involved in organogenesis of immunologically active tissues and
cellular stress responses.356 Deregulation of NF-κB is related to different diseases
primarily those that are linked to chronic inflammation (e.g. incontinentia pigmenti,
Crohn’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis), immunodeficiency and cancer.357
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Immune response and inflammation
As a downstream effector of cell surface receptors for inflammatory cytokines and
pathogenic antigens, NF-κB signaling pathways have a central role in inflammation
and innate and adaptive immunity.358 Stimulation of NF-κB in professional antigen
presenting cells (APC) induces their differentiation to fully functional phagocytes and
is essential for antigen processing and presentation to lymphocytes. Target genes
include pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g. TNFα, IL-1β, IL-6, interferon-β), chemokines
(e.g. IL-8, monocyte chemotactic protein-1) and adhesion molecules (e.g.
intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1), vascular cell adhesion molecule-1
(VCAM-1), endothelial–leukocyte adhesion molecule 1), which generate an
inflammatory microenvironment to initiate and support migration of inflammatory and
phagocytic cells to the site of inflammation. Moreover, upon NF-κB-dependent
expression of the corresponding enzymes (e.g. NADPH oxidase, inducible nitric
oxide synthase), activated APCs produce anti-microbial effectors (e.g. ROS, reactive
nitrogen intermediates).356,359-361 Also activated lymphocytes depend on NF-κB for
survival, proliferation and maturation to fully functional effectors of adaptive immunity,
i.e. plasma cells, memory B and T cells, effector and regulatory T cells.356,360,362-364 To
limit tissue destruction and to prevent auto-immunity or even a septic shock,
inflammatory response has to be resolved. Anti-inflammatory mechanisms include
IKK1, which accelerates turnover of NF-κB in a phosphorylation-dependent manner,
and CD11b, which mediates degradation of the Toll-like receptor adaptor molecules
MyD88 and TRIF.360,365
Hematopoiesis and lymphoid organogenesis
NF-κB pathways have a key role in hematopoiesis, especially during early
lymphopoiesis in providing pro-survival signals.366 In the course of B cell
development, NF-κB is involved in immunoglobulin κ (Igκ) and Igλ gene
rearrangement to generate immature B cells with constitutively active NF-κB. Downmodulation of NF-κB sensitizes immature B cells to pro-apoptotic stimuli during
negative selection. Besides further development and survival of peripheral B cells,
also antibody response and plasma cell maintenance upon B cell activation involve
both NF-κB pathways.360,364,367 In the case of T lymphocytes, not only negative and
positive selection rely on NF-κB signaling but also long-term survival of lineage
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committed, circulating T cells requires functional NF-κB.360,368 Furthermore, NF-κB is
indispensable for dendritic cell development, survival and functionality.369,370 Likewise,
NF-κB is implicated in differentiation and activation of other myeloid cell types, e.g.
macrophages and granulocytes, although its role in these processes requires more
in-depth analyses.371 By means of knockout mice, it has been shown that NF-κB in
hematopoietic and stromal cells is required for proper development and function of
thymus and of most secondary lymphoid organs, including spleen, lymph nodes and
Peyer’s patches. Consequently, several key organogenic factors (e.g. CXCL12,
CXCL13, CCL19, CCL21) and adhesion molecules (e.g. ICAM, VCAM, peripheral
node addressin, glycosylation-dependent cell adhesion molecule 1 and mucosal
addressin cellular adhesion molecule) are NF-κB target genes.366
Stress responses
As already described, inflammatory and immune responses are initiated via cell
surface receptors. However, also cell internal signals may lead to an activation of
NF-κB transcription factors. Genotoxic stress induced by e.g. anti-cancer drugs,
ROS, UV or γ irradiation, leads to an induction of NF-κB. The underlying mechanisms
are diverse: Treatment with anti-cancer drugs leads to an ATM-dependent activation
of NEMO, oxidative stress results in spleen tyrosine kinase-mediated dissociation of
IκBα, UV irradiation induces casein kinase 2-mediated proteasomal degradation of
IκBα.372-374 The outcome of NF-κB activation upon genotoxic stress is of particular
importance in the context of cancer therapy where NF-κB activation was shown to
have opposing effects: inhibition or induction of apoptosis. When abundantly
available, several metabolic factors, including cholesterol, glucose and fatty acids,
induce endoplasmic reticulum stress and subsequently an inflammatory response,
which also engages NF-κB.375,376 Additionally, hypoxic stress promotes IKKdependent activation of NF-κB in phagocytes and non-immune cells, which leads to a
further increase in HIF1α levels and links the hypoxic to an inflammatory stress
response.377,378
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1.3.3.

The paradox of NF-κB in inflammation and cancer

Based on the observation of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, Virchow hypothesized
already in 1863 that tumors arise at sites of chronic inflammation. However, it took
more than a century to recognize the full importance of inflammation and thus NF-κB
signaling to tumorigenesis.379
As described in the previous chapter, activation of NF-κB is indispensable for an
acute immune response. The inflammatory microenvironment generated is rich in
DNA damaging agents to fight pathogens but also in growth and survival factors
promoting cell proliferation during tissue regeneration. The observation that
immunocompromised patients have an increased risk for cancer shows that the
immune system is part of a whole machinery of safeguard mechanisms activated to
prevent carcinogenesis. However, contrary to this anti-tumorigenic function of NF-κB,
chronic inflammation and thus continuous NF-κB activity predisposes individuals to
various types of cancer, including HCC. This results from the mitogen-rich
inflammatory microenvironment, which may promote survival and growth of cells
harboring DNA damages thereby increasing the risk of neoplastic transformation.
Based on statistics derived from medical records of cancer patients but also from

Table 1.4: Inflammation-associated tumor entities. Modified from Balkwill &
Mantovani 2001.379
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transgenic mice, chronic inflammation could be identified as a cofactor or even the
causal agent of several tumor entities (Table 1.4). Taken together these data
illustrate that an inflammatory response has to be well balanced as both too little and
too much of it promotes tumorigenesis.6,109,358,379
Mechanisms of NF-κB deregulation in cancer
Deregulation of NF-κB in tumors is traceable to tumor cell intrinsic but also
microenvironmental factors. Intrinsic causes include mutations of genes coding for
components upstream of or within the NF-κB pathway, where the former kind of
deregulation is much more frequent in solid tumors. Different types of mutations have
been identified including point mutations (e.g. CARD11, MyD88, NIK, RELA, REL),
gene amplifications (e.g. NIK, RELA, REL), deletions (e.g. REL, NFKB2, IKBA,
NEMO) and translocations (e.g. BCL10, MALT1, NIK, NFKB2, BCL3). Furthermore,
other tumor-associated transcription factors and signaling cascades including STAT3
or p53 and PI3K, Wnt, Notch or MAPK modulate NF-κB activity via direct interaction,
regulation of NF-κB transcriptional activity or of target gene expression.358,380 Loss of
the deubiquitinases cylindromatosis or A20, which are suppressors of NF-κB,
promotes aberrant inflammation, proliferation and survival. Polymorphisms in some
Toll-like receptors (TLRs) such as TLR4, in IκBα or in κB sites within promoters of
e.g. cyclooxygenase-2 or IL-6 modulate the risk for prostate cancer, multiple
myeloma, bladder cancer or breast cancer, respectively.357 Similarly, inflammatory
cytokines and growth factors within the tumor microenvironment lead to a continuous
activation of NF-κB in both tumor cells and microenvironmental myeloid cells, which
in turn express and secrete these factors. Especially in the context of HCC, the role
of NF-κB in carcinogenesis strongly depends on the tumor-inducing mechanism as
well as on the cell type with deregulated NF-κB.358,380
NF-κB as pro-tumorigenic factor in HCC
In 70 – 90 % of the cases, HCC develops from chronic inflammatory liver diseases,
which commonly progress to overt carcinomas via fibrosis, cirrhosis and dysplastic
nodules.381,382 Chronic inflammation in general leads to tissue destruction and cell loss
and particularly in the liver, this cell loss induces compensatory proliferation to
regenerate tissue damage. Within this inflammatory microenvironment, hepatocyte
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NF-κB provides pro-proliferative and anti-apoptotic (e.g. BCL-2, BCL-XL, cIAPs or
FLIP) signals thus promoting survival and expansion of aberrant cells. This causal
link of liver injury to tumorigenesis could be modeled in transgenic mice. Hepatocytespecific knockout of the MDR2 phospholipid pump leads to HCC subsequent to
cholestatic inflammation.383 MYC-driven HCCs develop earlier when TGFα is
concomitantly overexpressed. This could be attributed to constitutive NF-κB activity,
which disables apoptotic pathways initiated during oncogenic transformation.384 In a
lymphotoxin-induced HCC mouse model, carcinogenesis depends on hepatocyte
NF-κB, which maintains the inflammatory microenvironment in which HCCs
develop.385
In established tumors, NF-κB promotes epithelial-mesenchymal transition and
metastasis via upregulation of vimentin, matrix metalloproteinases (MMP2, MMP9
and MMP13) and adhesion molecules (e.g. ICAM-1, VCAM-1), which mediate
remodeling of the extracellular matrix and facilitate attachment of circulating tumor
cells to the vascular endothelium.386-389 Furthermore, NF-κB supports tumor angiogenesis by inducing VEGF and IL-8, as supported by the observation that inhibition
of NF-κB interferes with neoangiogenesis.390,391
Not only in hepatocytes but also in myeloid cells of the tumor microenvironment,
NF-κB contributes to carcinogenesis through transactivation of genes coding for
growth factors and inflammatory cytokines.380 In already established cancers, NF-κB
in tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) is essential to maintain their M2-like
immune tolerance phenotype to tumor antigens. Besides tumor tolerance, M2-like
TAMs also promote tumor angiogenesis and metastasis.392,393
Cross-linking with a multitude of other signaling cascades further supports its diverse
pro-tumorigenic functions. As an example, cooperation with STAT3, another transcription factor implicated in survival and proliferation, leads to prolonged NF-κB
activity. At last, the NF-κB subunit p65 has been shown to inhibit transcriptional
activity of the tumor suppressor p53 while mutant p53 increases expression of
NF-κB2.358,380
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NF-κB as tumor suppressor in HCC
Contrary to the pro-tumorigenic functions described in the previous section, in some
hepatotoxin-induced HCC mouse models NF-κB serves as a tumor suppressor.358
While diethylnitrosamine-induced HCC depends on activation of NF-κB in liver
macrophages, its abrogation in hepatocytes accelerates hepatocarcinogenesis due
to increased hepatocyte death inducing compensatory proliferation.352,394 Similarly,
hepatocyte-specific knockout of NEMO causes oxidative stress and apoptosis
leading to spontaneous non-alcoholic steatohepatitis and HCC.395

Even though NF-κB activity in myeloid cells is indispensable for hepatocarcinogenesis, the outcome of its activation in hepatocytes is more complex. As just
mentioned, hepatocyte NF-κB has an essential function in maintaining tissue
homeostasis to prevent malignant growth but also in inflammation-associated tumor
promotion. Thus, it is assumed that the tumor suppressor status of a transforming
hepatocyte is one of the determinants, which shift the balance to one or the other
direction.374,396
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1.4.

Aims of the study

The fact that MYC proteins are deregulated in up to 70% of human cancers while
being strong inducers of apoptosis led to the hypothesis that MYC-driven malignant
transformation depends on simultaneous activation of pro-survival or anti-apoptotic
pathways.111 This study focuses on the analysis of two such candidate factors that
might promote MYC-induced tumorigenesis.
The first part is based on the finding that MYCN and survivin are simultaneously
overexpressed in malignancies of endodermal, neuroectodermal as well as
mesodermal origin. However, it is unknown whether MYCN and survivin cooperate in
initial malignant transformation. The objectives of this first part were:
• Establishment of a cell culture model system using Rat-1 cells transiently or
stably overexpressing the human transgenes MYCN, survivin or both.
• Analysis of transduced cells for cancer cell properties to check for a potential
cooperation of MYCN and survivin in malignant transformation.
• Elucidation of mechanisms underlying a potential cooperation of MYCN and
survivin.
The second part deals with the fact that chronic inflammation predisposes individuals
to various types of cancer and that NF-κB activation, the hallmark of inflammation,
can be observed in many tumors. In addition, NF-κB is well known for regulating prosurvival and anti-apoptotic mechanisms. However, there is not much known about
the specific interplay of MYC and NF-κB in the generation of certain tumor entities.
Previous studies in our lab have shown that MYC-driven lymphoma cells have no
basal activity of NF-κB. Upon forced activation, lymphoma cells were sensitized to
apoptosis.397 In hepatocarcinogenesis, the interplay of these two factors has not been
analyzed so far. Thus, the objectives of the second part were:
• Establishment of a MYC-driven HCC mouse model.
• Assessment of the NF-κB status of MYC-induced hepatocarcinomas and of
their responsiveness to TNFα stimulation.
• Genetic modulation of NF-κB signaling (constitutive activation/ inhibition) in the
established MYC-driven HCC mouse model to analyze the role of NF-κB
signaling during MYC-induced hepatocarcinogenesis.
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2.

Materials and Methods

2.1.

Cell culture experiments

2.1.1.

Cell lines and media

All cell lines and their derivatives were maintained in a humidified 5 % CO2
atmosphere at 37°C. Rat-1 fibroblasts and NIH 3T3 cells were cultured in DMEM
containing 10 % FCS, 2 mM glutamine and 100 U/ mL penicillin/ streptomycin.398
GP2-293 cells were grown in DMEM containing 10 % FCS, 4 mM glutamine and
100 U/ mL penicillin/ streptomycin.

Table 2.1: Cell lines used in this study.

2.1.2.

Retroviral transduction

The retroviral vector construct pBABEpuroLAP-Survivin contains the coding
sequence of LAP-tagged human survivin harboring two silent mutations at wobble
bases, which render it non-responsive to a certain shRNA. The Localization and
Affinity Purification (LAP)-tag is composed of YFP followed by a TEV protease
cleavage site and the S protein-binding site thus allowing for a two step pull down
assay.399 The plasmid was generously provided by Dr. Susanne M.A. Lens, University
Medical Center of Utrecht. pWZL-MYCNneo contains the coding sequence of human
MYCN, which has been PCR-amplified, subcloned into pCR2.1-TOPO and
introduced into pWZLneo via BamHI and Bgl II restriction sites (kindly supplied by Dr.
Martin Eilers, IMT at the Philipps University of Marburg). The empty vectors
pBABEpuro

400

(gift from Dr. William Weiss, UCSF) and pWZLneo (gift from Dr. M.

Eilers) served as controls. The GFP expression vector pLEIN was used for the
transduction of NIH 3T3 cells to measure viral titers. pVSV-G, which codes for the
viral env gene was transfected along with each retroviral expression vector (Table
2.2).
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Table 2.2: Retroviral expression vectors

Calcium phosphate transfection of GP2-293 cells
GP2-293 packaging cells, which harbor the viral gag and pol genes but not a viral
env gene were plated at a density of 6 x 104 cells/ cm² 24 h prior to transfection using
calcium phosphate according to standard protocols. In short, DNA solution containing
a retroviral expression vector and the pVSV-G plasmid (3:1) was mixed with 2.5 M
CaCl2 and 2 x HBS, incubated for 5 min at RT and added dropwise to the medium on
GP2-293 cells. After 6 to 8 h, transfection medium was replaced with fresh growth
medium. 48 and 72 h after transfection, supernatant was used for infection of target
cells.
Transfection mix
pVSV-G : expression vector
(1 : 3)

Final concentration
22.5 µg of DNA/ 10 cm dish

2.5 M CaCl2

125 mM

2 x HBS

0.75 mM

HBS, 2x (pH 7.05): 50 mM HEPES, 10 mM KCl, 12 mM D-glucose, 280 mM NaCl,
1.5 mM Na2HPO4.2H2O
Retroviral transduction of target cells
24 h prior to transduction, Rat-1 cells and NIH 3T3 cells were seeded at a density of
1.25 x 104 or 1.5 x 104 cells/ cm² respectively to reach about 50 % confluence at the
time of first infection. For transduction, virus-containing supernatant was passed
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through a 0.45 µm filter, supplemented with 8 µg/ mL polybrene and incubated with
the target cells for at least 6 h (MOI of 5 – 10). According to the scheme shown in
Figure 3.1 on page 58, Rat-1 cells were transduced on two consecutive days to
generate control cells (C: pWZLneo + pBABEpuro), survivin expressing cells (S:
pBABEpuroLAP-Survivin + pWZLneo), MYCN expressing cells (N: pWZL-MYCNneo
+ pBABEpuro) and survivin + MYCN expressing cells (SN: pBABEpuroLAP-Survivin
+ pWZL-MYCNneo). Experiments with transiently transduced cells were set up two
days after the second transduction without selection. Remaining cells were selected
with puromycin (2 µg/ mL) and G418 (700 µg/ mL) to generate double positive bulk
cultures that were propagated in the presence of selecting agents. Experiments with
stably transduced cells were set up after at least 10 days of selection. Viral titers
were estimated as previously described using NIH 3T3 cells as target cells and the
GFP expression vector pLEIN.401
2.1.3.

Proliferation assay

1.8 x 104 stably transduced living (trypan blue negative) cells were seeded in
triplicates (or in sextuplicates for 24 h time points) onto 6 well plates in culture
medium for the time points indicated. At each time point, cells were harvested and
living cells were counted with Vi-CELL XR cell counter.
2.1.4.

Apoptosis assay

2.5 x 104 stably transduced living (trypan blue negative) cells were seeded in
triplicates onto 6 well plates in culture medium for the time points indicated. As soon
as cells had attached to the plates, medium was exchanged for serum-free culture
medium (about 3 h after seeding; t = 0 h). At each time point, cells were harvested
prior to lysis and staining in Nicoletti buffer, a hypotonic buffer containing 50 µg/ mL
propidium iodide.402 Hypodiploid nuclei were measured by flow cytometry to
determine apoptosis rate.
Nicoletti Buffer: 1.62 mM trisodium citrate dihydrate, 0.05 vol% TritonX-100,
50 µg/ ml propidium iodide
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2.1.5.

Focus formation assay

Transiently transduced cells were seeded at low density (5 x 105) onto tissue culture
plates (10 cm dishes) in growth medium without selection. Medium was changed
regularly without passaging cells. After 4 - 5 weeks in culture, cell layer was
methanol-fixed and stained with 0.5 % crystal violet solution in water containing
25 vol% of methanol. Foci were defined to be groups of cells that grew in multiple
layers and thus in a contact-uninhibited manner.
2.1.6.

Soft agar assay

Transiently transduced cells (2 x 103) were seeded as single-cell suspension in
200 µl of 0.3 % low melting point agarose in growth medium without selection onto
0.6 % bottom agar in 24 well plates. For each tested bulk culture four wells were
prepared. After four weeks in culture, colonies that had formed within the soft agar
were stained with 5 mg/ mL MTT in PBS. Colonies with a minimal size of 0.2 mm
were counted.
PBS (pH 7.4): 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4.7H2O, 1.8 mM KH2PO4
2.1.7.

SKY analyses

Spectral karyotyping (SKY) was done in cooperation with Prof. Dr. Evelin Schröck at
the Institute for Clinical Genetics at Dresden University of Technology. SKY of rat
metaphase chromosomes was performed on stably transduced bulk cultures (after

Table 2.3: Chromosome labeling scheme for spectral karyotyping of human cells.
A total of 57 individual degenerate oligonucleotide-primed PCR labeling reactions are
performed to create 24 unique emission spectra for human genome. Modified from
Macville et al. 1997.404
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2 – 3 weeks of selection) as previously described.403 In brief, flow-sorted
chromosomes were labeled with one to five fluorochromes using degenerate
oligonucleotide-primed PCR to create a unique spectral color for each chromosome
pair (Table 2.3).404,405 An excess of Cot-1 DNA was added to saturate repetitive
sequences in the genome. Metaphase chromosomes and the SKY probe cocktail
were denatured and hybridized for 48 h (Figure 2.1). Image acquisition was done
with an epifluorescent microscope coupled to a SpectraCube®.

Figure 2.1: Experimental workflow of spectral karyotyping (SKY). Modified from
Trask 2002.406

2.2.

Protein analyses

2.2.1.

Protein sample preparation

Laemmli-Urea whole cell lysates
From cell culture: 1 x 106 cells were lyzed in 100 µl of Laemmli-Urea buffer by
thoroughly triturating cells until homogeneous. As also nuclei are lyzed efficiently,
genomic DNA is released and has to be fragmented by boiling the lysates for 5 min
at 100°C. 20 µl (which is about 10 µg of protein in the case of Rat-1 cells) of lysates
were loaded per lane of mini gels. Samples were stored at 4°C.
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Laemmli-Urea Buffer: 6M Urea, 235 mM Tris, 5.6 % SDS, 18.75 % glycerol, 0.002 %
bromphenol blue, 5% β-mercaptoethanol

From tissue samples: About half a micro spoon of tissue powder was thoroughly
lyzed in 100 µl of Laemmli-Urea buffer without bromphenol blue. After denaturation
for 5 min at 100°C, protein concentration was measured using BCA Protein Assay Kit
and samples were stored at -80°C.
Laemmli-Urea Buffer: 6M Urea, 235 mM Tris, 5.6 % SDS, 18.75 % glycerol, 1mM
DTT
TNT protein extracts
Cell pellets were thoroughly resuspended in about three times the packed cell
volume of TNT buffer and incubated on ice for 10 – 15 min. To shear DNA, samples
were sonicated at high amplitude using a Bioraptor® sonication device filled with iced
water (3 cycles with 30 s ON/ 30 s OFF). The lysates were spun at 13.000 rpm and
4°C for 15 min. Protein containing supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube, snap
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C.
TNT buffer: 20 mM Tris, 200 mM NaCl, 1 % TritonX-100, 1 mM DTT, 20 mM NaF,
20 mM β-glycerophosphate, 1 mM PMSF, Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Tablet
DignamC protein extracts
Cell pellets were resuspended in three to five times the packed cell volume of
DignamC lysis buffer. The samples were then subjected to three cycles of snap
freezing in liquid nitrogen and thawing on ice. Whole cell lysates were spun at
13.000 rpm and 4°C for 15 min, protein containing supernatant was transferred to a
fresh tube, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C.
DignamC lysis buffer: 20 mM HEPES, 420 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 25 % glycerol,
0.2 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM Na3VO4, Protease Inhibitor Cocktail
Tablet
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2.2.2.

Measurement of protein concentration

Protein concentration was measured using BCA Protein Assay Kit. Standards were
prepared in ampuwa according to the manufacturer’s instructions for a working range
of 20 – 2000 µg/ ml and measured with each assay. 2 µl of the standards (duplicate)
and protein samples (triplicate) were pipetted into each well of a 96 well flat bottom
plate prior to adding 200 µl of the working reagent (50:1, reagent A:B). Plate was
incubated at 37°C for 30 min and absorbance was measured at 562 nm on a spectrophotometer.
2.2.3.

Measurement of luciferase activity in protein samples

Native protein extracts (TNT or DignamC) were used for luciferase measurement
using the luminometer Lumat LB9507. 5 µl of the sample (protein extract or lysis
buffer) were mixed with 50 µl of luciferin buffer and emitted light was measured in
duplicate over a 15 s period. Mean background activity of the respective extraction
buffer was subtracted from the mean values obtained for the protein samples.
Luciferase activity was normalized to the protein concentration.
Luciferin buffer (pH 7.8): 20 mM Tricine, 1.07 mM (MgCO3)4Mg(OH)2.5H2O, 2.7 mM
MgSO4, 0.1 mM EDTA, 30 mM DTT, 0.27 mM CoA, 0.5 mM luciferin, 0.53 mM ATP
2.2.4.

Western blot

Protein samples were separated on SDS polyacrylamide gels and blotted onto
Hybond ECL nitrocellulose or PVDF membrane. Membranes were blocked at 37°C
for 15 min in TBS containing 5 % milk powder, probed with primary antibodies for
overnight at 4°C and with secondary antibodies for 1 h at RT (Table 2.4). ECL or
ODYSSEY Imaging System were used for detection.
SDS polyacrylamide gel: 10 % or 12 % acrylamide, 375 mM Tris, 0.1 % SDS, 0.1 %
APS, 0.06 % TEMED
SDS Running Buffer: 25 mM Tris, 190 mM glycine, 0.1 % SDS
Transfer Buffer (semi-dry): 48 mM Tris, 39 mM glycine, 0.04 % SDS, 10% or 20%
methanol
TBS buffer, 20x (pH 7.5): 1 M Tris, 3 M NaCl
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Table 2.4: Antibodies used for western blot analyses.

2.2.5.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

DNA probe was labeled with α32P-dCTP for 1 h at RT in a reaction mix as follows:
DNA probe

1.0 µl

dNTP-mix w/o dCTP (5 mM)

1.5 µl

Klenow buffer (= NEB 2)

5.0 µl

Klenow

3.0 µl

α32P-dCTP (µCi)

5.0 µl

ampuwa

34.5 µl
50.0 µl

To remove unincorporated nucleotides, radiolabeled DNA probes were purified on
NucTrap Probe Purification Columns according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Specific activity of the probes was determined with the Tri-Carb 2800TR Liquid
Scintillation Analyzer. The following reaction mix containing the whole cell protein
extracts (DignamC) and the radiolabeled DNA probe was incubated for 20 min at RT:
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protein sample (10 µg)

5.0 µl

poly[dIdC] (2 µg/ µl)

1.0 µl

Binding buffer (5 x)

4.0 µl

BSA (10 µg/ µl)

1.0 µl

ampuwa

8.0 µl

DNA probe

1.0 µl
20.0 µl

DNA-protein mix was separated on a non-denaturing 6 % polyacrylamid gel, which
was dried for 1 h at 80°C and exposed to x-ray film for detection.

DNA oligonucleotides:
NF-κB sense:
NF-κB antisense:

5‘-GCGGGCCTGGGAAAGTCCCCTCAACT-3‘
5‘-GCGGAGTTGAGGGGACTTTCCCAGGC-3‘

Binding buffer (5x): 100 mM HEPES, 252 mM KCl, 5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT
Polyacrylamid gel: 6 % acrylamide, 0.08 % APS, 0.08 % TEMED in 0.4 x TBE buffer
TBE buffer, 10x (pH 8.3): 1 M Tris, 1 M boric acid, 25 mM EDTA
2.2.6.

Protein blast

To assess homology of human and rat proteins, amino acid sequences were
downloaded

from

the

protein

database

of

the

NCBI

homepage

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/) to run the protein blast provided by the NCBI
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). Algorithm parameters were applied as
preadjusted.

2.3.

Nucleic acid analyses

2.3.1.

RT-PCR and quantitative PCR

Total RNA was isolated using TRIZOL reagent and treated with Dnase I according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. First-strand cDNA was synthesized using Transcriptor High Fidelity cDNA synthesis kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol with
2 µg of total RNA. cDNA was amplified in a conventional PCR (94°C for 30 s, 62°C
for 30 s and 72°C for 35 s, 29 cycles) and PCR product was separated on a 2 %
agarose gel. Quantitative PCR (95°C, 58°C and 72°C for 10 s each, 40 cycles) was
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performed using SYBR Green and a LightCycler PCR machine. Expression of genes
investigated was normalized to expression of β-Actin.

Table 2.5: Primer sets used for conventional RT-PCR and qPCR.

2.3.2.

Purification of genomic DNA for aCGH

Cell pellets of confluent T75 flasks were digested in 3 ml of lysis buffer for 4 h at
56°C on an overhead rotator. Genomic DNA was phenol:chloroform purified and
isopropanol precipitated according to standard protocols.407 In brief, cell lysates were
treated twice with phenol:chloroform:isoamylalcohol (25:24:1) to completely remove
proteins from the lysates and once with chloroform. Isopropanol precipitated DNA
was washed with 70 % ethanol and air-dried DNA pellets were resuspended in TE
buffer. DNA concentration was measured with Nanodrop.
Lysis Buffer: 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 25 mM EDTA, 0.5 % SDS, 0.1 mg/ mL
proteinase K
TE buffer (pH 8.0): 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA
2.3.3.

Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH)

For aCGH analyses a genome-wide oligonucleotide microarray platform was used
(Rat Genome CGH Microarray Kit 105A). One array consists of about 97.000 coding
and non-coding 60-mer oligonucleotide probes with an overall median probe spatial
resolution of 19.1 kb. The empty vector control cells served as reference DNA. The
Bioprime array-CGH genomic labeling system was used for the labeling of the DNA
samples according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 500 ng test DNA and
reference DNA were differentially labeled with dCTP-Cy5 or dCTP-Cy3, mixed and
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cohybridized to the array (Figure 2.2). Slides were scanned using a microarray
scanner and images were analyzed using CGH Analytics 3.4.40 with the statistical
algorithm ADM-2.

Figure 2.2: Experimental workflow of aCGH. Modified from www.agilent.com.

2.4.

Transgenic mice

All experiments were done in accordance with institutional and state guidelines for
the care and protection of animals.
2.4.1.

Xenotransplantation sarcoma model

RAG-/- / common γ−chain-/- mice (strain: C;129S4-Rag2tm1.1Flv Il2rgtm1.1Flv/J) were
generated by targeted mutation of the RAG2 and IL-2Rγ (also termed common
gamma chain) genes. The lack of T and B lymphocytes and natural killer cells leads
to immunodeficiency. Mice were bread in the Animal Research Center of University
of Ulm and housed in sterile isolators. Single cell suspensions of 2 x 105 viable
(trypan blue negative) cells were prepared in DMEM without additives. Stably
transduced Rat-1 cells were subcutaneously injected into the flank of seven to
twelve-week-old female mice (eight mice per group). Tumor size was measured at
regular intervals using a digital caliper. Based on tumor volumes proliferation curves
were generated for each tumor to calculate doubling time. Experiments were
terminated at the time tumors reached a diameter of 1 cm.
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2.4.2.

HCC mouse models

Ptetbi-MYC (MYC) mice were generated in our lab.408 The mouse lines LAP-tTA (LT)
and Ptetbi-IκBα-∆N (∆N) were established by Lavon et al.409 Ptetbi-IKK2-CA (CA)
mice were generated by Herrmann et al.410 Mice were housed in individually
ventilated cages in the Animal Research Center of University of Ulm. For DOX
treatment, DOX (1 g/ L) was added to the drinking water containing 1 % saccharose
and administered to the following breedings throughout complete pregnancy: LTMYC, LT-CA, LT-CA-MYC, LT-∆N-MYC. DOX treatment was discontinued at birth to
activate transgene expression. For more details on breeding setup refer to chapter
3.10 on page 78 and chapter 3.15 on page 87. Mice were kept under constant
monitoring and sacrificed at terminal stage of HCC, i.e. prominent swelling of the
abdomen and immobility.
2.4.3.

Genotyping

Tail biopsies (1 mm) were proteinase K digested (cfin = 0.4 mg/ ml) in 750 µl of TNES
buffer at 56°C for overnight. 250 µl of NaCl (6 M) were added prior to centrifugation
at 13.000 rpm and 4°C for 15 min. 400 µl of the supernatant were added to 250 µl of
isopropanol, incubated for 15 min at 4°C and spun at 13.000 rpm and RT for 10 min.
DNA pellet was washed once with 500 µl of 70 % ethanol, air-dried and resuspended
in 200 µl of ampuwa water. For genotyping, genomic DNA was PCR amplified using
primers specific for the transgene and separated on 1.5 – 2.0 % agarose gels
containing ethidium bromide for visualization on UV transilluminator (Table 2.6). DNA
was stored at 4°C.
gDNA
dNTPs (2 mM)
5x buffer
Primer fw. (10 pmol/ µl)
Primer rv. (10 pmol/ µl)
ampuwa
Taq polymerase (5000 U/ ml)

2.0 µl
3.0 µl
6.0 µl
1.0 µl
1.0 µl
16.9 µl
0.1 µl
30.0 µl

TNES buffer: 50 mM Tris, 100 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 1 % SDS
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Table 2.6: Primer sets and PCR programs used for genotyping.

2.4.4.

Induction of NF-κB signaling by TNFα injection

To induce NF-κB signaling, mice were injected intraperitoneally with 100 µg/ kg
human recombinant TNFα diluted in HBSS. Control mice were injected with HBSS
only. One hour post injection, mice were sacrificed and liver as well as the left kidney
(control organ) were sampled for cryo and formalin preservation.
2.4.5.

Bioluminescence imaging (ivis)

To monitor transgene expression in vivo, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane
(2.5 L/ min, 3.5 bar oxygen) and intraperitoneally injected with luciferin (150 µg/ g).
Bioluminescence was measured using the IVIS Imaging system 200 (isoflurane
anesthesia 0.2 L/ min and 3.5 bar oxygen).

2.5.

Histology

2.5.1.

Tissue preparation

Sarcoma model: Mice were sacrificed and the endpoint of subcutaneous tumor size
was measured using a digital caliper. Half of the tumor was fixed in 4 %
formaldehyde/ PBS for 6 h and paraffin embedded according to standard protocols.
The second half of each tumor was embedded in tissue TEK, immediately frozen in
an isopropyl alcohol bath pre-chilled on dry ice and stored at -80°C.
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HCC model: Weight of each mouse was measured. For serum preparation, blood
was collected from vena cava inferior and stored at 4°C for overnight to allow for
coagulation. After brief centrifugation (5000 rpm, 10 min, RT), serum was collected
for measurement of alanine and aspartate aminotransferase levels using Reflotron
system. Livers were weighed and divided into several pieces. To minimize variability,
connective tissue was carefully removed and, at least in control mice, samples for a
certain method were always derived from the same lobe of each mouse. Samples for
immunohistochemical analyses were fixed in 10 % formaldehyde for overnight and
paraffin embedded according to standard protocols. Formalin-fixed and paraffinembedded tissue sections (3 µm) were dried overnight at 56°C, deparaffinised in
xylene and rehydrated through a descending alcohol series to water. Samples for
cryo sectioning were embedded in tissue TEK, immediately frozen in an isopropyl
alcohol bath pre-chilled on dry ice and stored at -80°C. Samples for RNA and protein
analyses were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, pulverized in a mortar and stored at 80°C.
PBS (pH 7.4): 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4.7H2O, 1.8 mM KH2PO4
2.5.2.

H & E staining

H & E staining was performed on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue
sections (3 µm) according to standard protocols.
2.5.3.

Sirius Red staining of collagen

Rehydrated formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue sections (3 µm) were
stained for 1 h in 0.1 % SiriusRed in saturated picric acid. To remove unbound dye,
sections were rinsed with 0.5 % acetic acid and dehydrated prior to mounting.
2.5.4.

Immunohistochemical stainings for selected markers

Serial sections (3 µm) of formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue were dried
overnight at 56°C, deparaffinised in xylene and rehydrated through a descending
alcohol series to water. Except for sections destined for MYC staining, antigens were
unmasked by cooking sections in citrate buffer for 10 min in a pressure cooker.
Sections for MYC staining were cooked for 20 min in EDTA buffer (pH 9.0) using a
steamer. Endogenous peroxidase activity was quenched by incubation for 10 min in
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3 % H2O2. Unspecific binding of the antibodies was blocked by incubating the
sections in 10 % normal goat serum/ 1 % BSA/ TBS. Sections were probed for 1 h at
RT with primary antibodies diluted in antibody diluent according to Table 2.8.
Epitope-binding was visualized using either alkaline phosphatase- or peroxidaselabeled streptavidin/ biotin-based chromogen systems and Permanent Red (PR),
AEC or DAB as substrates (Table 2.8). As a negative control the primary antibody
was omitted. Immunohistochemically stained tissue sections were scanned using
MIRAX DESK Scanner.
Citrate buffer (10 mM, pH 6.0): 1.8 mM citric acid monohydrate, 8.2 mM trisodium
citrate dihydrate
TBS buffer, 20x (pH 7.5): 1 M Tris, 3 M NaCl
Sarcoma

model:

Immunohistochemical

stainings

were

performed

on

three

representative tumors of each group (Table 2.7). Proliferation index (Ki-67) and
apoptosis rate (CC3) were assessed by counting the number of staining-positive and
negative cancer cell nuclei in three maximally proliferative (Ki-67) or five
representative areas (CC3) per section at 400x (at least 200 nuclei per area,
0.096 mm²). Proliferation index (Ki-67) and apoptosis rate (CC3) were calculated as
the percentage of positively stained nuclei. To evaluate tumor vasculature,
endothelial cells were stained for CD31 and whole sections were screened at low
magnification for areas with highest microvessel density (neovascular hot spots,
according to Weidner, see ref. 411). The number of vessels in three hot spots per
section was counted at 200x (0.397 mm²). To quantify the area of individual vessels
whole tumor sections were scanned and analyzed using BZ-9000 microscope and
Hybrid Cell Count Software. Three independent macros were set up, which
measured the size of connected red stained area. Total or partial endothelial cell

Table 2.7: Volumes of representative tumor samples used for histological
analyses.
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area was calculated as the ratio of the respective red stained area to the whole tumor
area. All macros produced similar results.

Table 2.8: Antibodies used for immunohistochemical staining.

2.5.5.

Glucose, lactate and ATP measurement in cryo tissue sections

Measurements were done in cooperation with Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Müller-Klieser at
the Institute of Physiology & Pathophysiology at the University of Mainz. Glucose,
lactate and ATP content in tumor sections was measured by induced metabolic
bioluminescence imaging as previously described.412,413 In brief, cryostat sections of
shock-frozen tissue specimens are immersed into an enzyme solution. Defined
increase of temperature makes the tissue sections melt and allows for enzymatic
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reactions to take place finally leading to emission of light. The light reaction is
registered with a precision microscope and an ultrasensitive video system to
calculate local metabolite content in µmol/ g of tissue.

Figure 2.3: Biochemical reaction scheme for the detection of ATP, lactate, and
glucose with bioluminescence. 1: NAD(P)H-FMN, oxidoreductase; 2: bacterial
luciferase; 3: firefly luciferase.412

2.6.

Statistics

Mean, median and SEM were calculated and plotted using GraphPad Prism 4. Each
experiment was repeated in triplicate. P < 0.05 was considered to be significant. ***P
< 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; ns: not significant.
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2.7.

Reagents and chemicals

2.7.1.

Cell culture
Item

Company

DMEM

Pan Biotech, Germany

FCS

Gibco, Canada

G418

Gibco BRL, USA

HBSS

GE Healthcare, GB

L-Glutamine 200mM

Gibco, Canada

Trypsin/EDTA 1x (0.5 %)

Gibco, Canada

Penicillin /Streptomycin

Gibco, Canada

Puromycin

Calbiochem, USA

2.7.2.

Plastic ware
Item

Company

6 multiwell tissue culture plate

Greiner Bio-one, USA

24 multiwell cell culture plate

Greiner Bio-one, USA

96 microwell flat bottom plate

Greiner Bio-one, USA

Conical tube polypropylene 15 mL

Becton Dickinson / Falcon, USA

Conical tube polypropylene 50 mL

Becton Dickinson / Falcon, USA

Disposable tubes (1.5 or 2 mL)

Eppendorf, Germany

PCR tubes

BRAND, Germany

Petri dishes

Becton Dickinson / Falcon, USA

Pipette tips

Hightech Lab, Poland

Tissue culture flasks

Greiner Bio-one, USA

2.7.3.

Chemicals
Item

Company

Acetic acid (glacial)

Merck, Germany

Acrylamide solution 40%

AppliChem, Germany

Agarose Ultrapure, Electrophoresis Grade

Gibco BRL , USA

Agarose, low melting point

Invitrogen, USA

Ammonium persulfate (APS)

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany
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ATP

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

β-Glycerophosphate

AppliChem, Germany

β-Mercaptoethanol

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Boric acid

AppliChem, Germany

Bromphenol blue

Carl Bittmann, Switzerland

BSA (Albumin Fraction V)

AppliChem, Germany

Calcium chloride (CaCl2)

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Chloroform

AppliChem, Germany

Citric acid monohydrate

AppliChem, Germany

CoA

AppliChem, Germany

Crystal violet

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

D-glucose

AppliChem, Germany

Disodium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate
(Na2HPO4.2H2O)

AppliChem, Germany

Disodium hydrogen phosphate
hydrate (Na2HPO4.7H2O)

hepta- Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Doxycycline

MP Biomedicals, USA

DTT

AppliChem, Germany

EDTA – dihydrate

AppliChem, Germany

Eosin

AppliChem, Germany

Ethanol (absolute)

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Ethidium bromide

AppliChem, Germany

Formaldehyde (10 %)

Otto Fischar GmbH & Co. KG, Germany

Glycerol

AppliChem, Germany

Glycine

AppliChem, Germany

Hematoxylin, Mayer’s

Hematoxylin, Mayer’s

HEPES

Carl Roth GmbH , Germany

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)

AppliChem, Germany

Isoflurane

Actavis, Germany

Isopropanol

Merck, Germany

Luciferin

AppliChem, Germany

Methanol

Merck, Germany

Magnesium chloride (MgCl2)

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Magnesium carbonate
((MgCO3)4Mg(OH)2.5H2O)

Merck, Germany
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Magnesium sulfate (MgSO4)

Merck, Germany

MTT

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Non-fat dried milk

AppliChem, Germany

Normal goat serum

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Paraffin, Paraplast McCormick Scientific

VWR, Germany

Picric acid

AppliChem , Germany

PMSF

AppliChem , Germany

Polybrene

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Poly(deoxyinosinic-deoxycytidylic)

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Potassium chloride (KCl)

Carl Roth GmbH , Germany

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4) Merck, Germany
Propidium iodide

AppliChem, Germany

Saccharose

AppliChem , Germany

SDS

AppliChem, Germany

Sirius Red

Polysciences Europe GmbH, Germany

Sodium chloride (NaCl)

AppliChem, Germany

Sodium fluoride (NaF)

AppliChem, Germany

Sodium orthovanadate (Na3VO4)

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

TEMED

AppliChem, Germany

Tricine

AppliChem, Germany

Tris (ultrapure)

AppliChem, Germany

Trisodium citrate dihydrate

AppliChem, Germany

TritonX-100

AppliChem, Germany

Trypan blue

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

Tween 20

AppliChem, Germany

Urea

AppliChem, Germany

Xylene

VWR, France

2.7.4.

Other reagents
Item

Company

5X Green GoTaq® Reaction Buffer

Promega, Germany

α32P-dCTP

GE Healthcare, GB

Ampuwa®

Fresenius Kabi, Germany

Antibody diluent

Dako, USA
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Aquatex

Merck, Germany

Cover slip

VWR, Germany

Dako Pen,

Dako, USA

dCTP-Cy5

GE Healthcare, GB

dCTP-Cy3

GE Healthcare, GB

dNTPs

Genaxxon, Germany

DNA ladder, 1kb plus

Invitrogen, USA

Dnase I

Invitrogen, USA

EDTA buffer

Zytomed systems GmbH, Germany

HBSS

Invitrogen, USA

Klenow

New England BioLabs, USA

Luciferin

Synchem OHG, Germany

Medical X-Ray Film Super RX

Fujifilm, Japan

NEB 2

New England BioLabs, USA

Nitrocellulose membrane, Hybond ECL

Amersham, Germany

PageRuler protein ladder

Fermentas Life Sciences, USA

Permanet Red

Dako, USA

Phenol:chloroform:isoamylalcohol
(25:24:1)

AppliChem, Germany

Primer

Biomers, Germany

Protease Inhibitor Cocktail,
cOmplete-Mini

Roche Diagnostics, Germany

Proteinase K

AppliChem, Germany

PVDF membrane

Milipore, USA

Reflotron® ALT and AST

Roche Diagnostics, Germany

Rnase A

Fermentas Life Sciences, USA

Rnase inhibitor

Invitrogen, USA

Scalpel

Aesculap, Germany

Slides Ultra Plus

Menzel, Germany

SuperSignal® West Dura
Extended Duration Substrate (ECL)

Pierce, USA

SYBR Green PCR master mix

Qiagen, USA / Bio-Rad, USA

Syringe filter, 0.45 µm

Millipore, USA

Taq DNA polymerase

Promega, Germany

®

Tissue-Tek O.C.T

TM

Compound

Sakura, Japan
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TNFα

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany

TRIzol

Invitrogen, USA

Whatman paper

Biometra, USA

2.7.5.

Kits
Item

Company

AEC+ Substrate Chromogen

Dako, USA

BCA Protein Assay Kit

Thermo Scientific, USA

Bioprime aCGH genomic labeling system

Invitrogen, USA

Transcriptor High Fidelity cDNA
synthesis kit

Roche Diagnostics, Germany

LSAB+ System-HRP

Dako, USA

NucTrap Probe Purification Columns

Stratagene, USA

Rat Genome CGH Microarray Kit 105A

Agilent Technologies, USA

2.7.6.

Laboratory equipment
Item

Company

Biofuge / Heraeus Pico

Heraeus, Germany

Bioraptor® Standard sonication device
with 1.5 & 15 ml tube holder

Diagenode, Belgium

Block thermostat / TCR 100

Carl Roth GmbH , Germany

BZ-9000

Keyence International, Belgium

Caliper, digital

Reichelt Elektronik, Germany

Cell sorting machine / FACSCanto

Beckton Dickinson, Germany

Centrifuge (max.13.000) / Biofuge A

Heraeus, Germany

DAKO pen

Dako, USA

Deep freezer (-80°C) Class N / HFU 586

Heraeus, Germany

Dissecting set

Bochem, Germany

Dryer T5050E

Heraeus, Germany

Freezer (-20°C)

Liebherr, Germany

Fluorescent Microscope / Axiovert

Zeiss, Germany

GeneFlash Gel Documentation System

Syngene, UK

Glass pipettes

BRAND, Germany

Ice-machine automatic / AF10

Scotsman, Italy
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Incubator

Heraeus, Germany

IVIS Imaging System 200

PerkinElmer, USA

Laminary flow hood

Heraeus, Germany

Leica TP1020 Automatic Tissue
Processor

Leica, Germany

Light microscope

Leica, Germany

LightCycler 480

Roche, Germany

Lumat LB9507

Berthold, Germany

Magnetic stirrer / RCT-BE

Kika Labortechnik, Germany

Megafuge / Heraeus 1.0R

Heraeus, Germany

Microarray scanner

Agilent Technologies, USA

Micro spoon

Bochem, Germany

Microtome

Thermo Scientific, USA

Mini-PROTEAN® Tetra Cell

Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA

MIRAX DESK Scanner

Zeiss, Germany

Mortar & pestle

Carl Roth GmbH , Germany

Multipipette

Eppendorf, Germany

Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer

Thermo Scientific, USA

Odyssey ® CLx Infrared Imaging System

LI-COR Biosciences, USA

PCR machine / Primus 96 Plus

MWG Biotech, Germany

pH meter / Calimatic 761

Knick, Germany

Pipette boy / neo Accupette 3-9905

Neo Accupette, Germany

Pipette boy / Pipetus

Hirschmann Laborgeräte, Germany

Pipettes / Pipetman
2, 10, 20, 100, 200 & 1000 μl

Gilson, France

Precision microscope / Axiophot

Zeiss, Germany

Pressure cooker

Fissler GmbH, Germany

Reax 2 overhead rotator

Heidolph Instruments, Germany

Reflotron®

Roche, Germany

Refrigerator

Liebherr, Germany

RoboCycler® Gradient 96

Stratagene, USA

Scale / Sartorius BP-210-S

Sartorius AG, Germany

Scale / Scaltec

Scaltec, Germany

Semi-dry transfer cell / Trans-Blot SD

Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA

Shaker / Polymax 1040

Heidolph Instruments, Germany
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Shaker, Infors Multitron

Infors AG, Switzerland

SpectraCube®

ASI, Germany

Spectrophotometer Genesys 10S UV/VIS Thermo Scientific, USA
Steamer

Gastroback GmbH, Germany

Steam sterilizer

H+P Labortechnick GmbH, Germany

Tissue Embedding Station

Leica, Germany

Tri-Carb 2800TR
Liquid Scintillation Analyzer

PerkinElmer, USA

Ultrasensitive video system

Ancor, UK

Vi-CELL XR cell counter

Beckman Coulter, USA

Vortex Genie-2 / G-560E

Scientific Industries, USA

Waterbath

B. Braun, Germany

2.7.7.

Software
Item

Company

Adobe CS5

Adobe Systems GmbH, Germany

CGH Analytics 3.4.40

Agilent Technologies, USA

FACSDiva software, version 6.1.2

Beckton Dickinson, Germany

GraphPad Prism 5, version 5.03

GraphPad Software Inc., USA

Hybrid Cell Count

Keyence International, Belgium

ImageJ 1.44p

National Institutes of Health, USA

MIRAX Viewer, version 1.12.22.1

Zeiss, Germany
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3.

Results

MYC protein family members are well-known oncogenes that are overexpressed in
the majority of tumors derived from all three germ layers. However, in addition to their
tumor-promoting properties, MYC family members are also potent inducers of
apoptosis.97,113 It is assumed that this apoptotic potential of MYC proteins represents
a fail-safe mechanism against malignant transformation, which has to be circumvented by additional genetic alterations to allow tumorigenesis. As different as the
tumors, in which MYC proteins are overexpressed, as diverse are the anti-apoptotic
signaling pathways being altered additionally.
Part 1: Cooperation of MYCN and survivin in malignant transformation
One of the most tumor-specific genes is survivin, which is overexpressed in the
majority of human tumors while being undetectable in normal adult tissues apart from
few exceptions.153,229 So far, MYC proteins as well as survivin have both been
described as unfavorable prognostic markers associated with decreased overall
survival in several malignancies including neuroblastoma, medulloblastoma,
sarcomas, gastric, colorectal and breast carcinomas and hematologic malignancies.153,198,199,205,208,414 However, it is unknown whether both factors cooperate in initial
malignant transformation.

3.1.

MYCN and survivin are overexpressed when transduced into
Rat-1 cells

To investigate a potential cooperation of MYCN and survivin in malignant
transformation, Rat-1 cells were chosen as a model system. This spontaneously
immortalized embryonic fibroblast cell line grows continuously and displays growth

Figure 3.1: Timeline of retroviral transduction. S: survivin; N: MYCN.417
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properties characteristic of normal fibroblasts, such as adherent growth, contact
inhibition and anchorage dependence.398 In the past, Rat-1 cells have been
successfully used to investigate the oncogenic potential of candidate genes.117,415,416
Cells were retrovirally transduced in a sequential manner (Figure 3.1) with two vector
constructs coding for different resistance genes to generate the following four groups,
which were used for further studies:
C:

Control cells transduced with both empty vector constructs

S:

Cells overexpressing human survivin together with the empty vector
construct used as carrier for MYCN

N:

Cells overexpressing human MYCN together with the empty vector
construct used as carrier for survivin

SN:

Cells overexpressing human survivin and MYCN

Experiments with transiently transduced cells were set up two days after the second
transduction (Figure 3.1). To generate stably transduced bulk cultures, Rat-1 cells of
all four groups were subjected to selection with puromycin and G418 for at least 10
days. First, transiently as well as stably transduced cells were assessed for
transgene expression. Immunoblot analysis of protein extracts showed that the
human transgenes survivin and MYCN were strongly and exclusively expressed in
cells that had been transduced with the respective vector construct (Figure 3.2). As

Figure 3.2: Retrovirally transduced Rat-1 cells express the human transgenes
survivin and MYCN. Western blot analysis confirming expression of the human
transgenes survivin and MYCN. β-Actin is shown as loading control.417
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we showed previously, stably transduced cells have lower MYCN protein levels as
compared to transiently transduced cells since pronounced MYCN overexpression
drives cells into apoptosis.97 Thus, both transgenes could be expressed by retroviral
transduction of Rat-1 fibroblasts.

3.2.

MYCN is sufficient to transform Rat-1 fibroblasts

Upon overexpression of MYCN, a striking change in cell morphology could be
observed. Microscopic view of the cells showed that after transduction with MYCN
cells were smaller and more refractive as compared to parental, control or survivin
overexpressing cells pointing to MYCN-induced transformation (Figure 3.3, left
panel). This reduction in cell size could be confirmed by flow cytometry analysis.
Right panel of Figure 3.3 shows dot plots of Rat-1 cells before and after

Figure 3.3: MYCN-transformed cells are smaller and more refractive as compared
to parental Rat-1 fibroblasts. Representative bright-field images (left panel; scale bar:
100 µm) and FACS dot plots (right panel) showing reduction in cell size upon
transformation by MYCN. Numbers given in dot plots are percentage of all events.
FSC: forward scatter; SSC: side scatter.
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transformation by MYCN. Forward scatter (FSC) correlates with cell size, side scatter
(SSC) depends on cell complexity (i.e. properties of the nucleus, amount and type of
cytoplasmic granules, membrane roughness). Before transformation 91 % of the cells
were in the upper right and only 0.9 % in the lower left quadrant of the dot plot. After
MYCN-induced transformation population shifted towards the lower left quadrant with
34.3 % of the cells falling within the upper right and 27.8 % of the cells falling within
the lower left quadrant.

3.3.

Excess survivin does not influence MYCN-enhanced proliferation
and apoptosis in vitro

It is well established that MYCN is not only mitogenic but also pro-apoptotic. Knowing
that the transgenes are expressed and having morphological hints that MYCN was
sufficient to transform Rat-1 cells, cell growth defined as the overall increase in cell
number as well as apoptosis rates were analyzed in stably transduced cells. Growth
rate was assessed under normal growth conditions by counting the number of living
cells at regular intervals. Overexpression of MYCN led to significantly increased

Figure 3.4: Survivin does not influence cell proliferation and does not counteract
MYCN-induced apoptosis in vitro. Stably transduced cells were used for proliferation
and apoptosis measurements. The means ± SEM are shown. Statistical analyses were
done using ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. ns: not significant; *P < 0.05 or ***P <
0.001 for C vs. N, C vs. SN, S vs. N, S vs. SN. Similar results were obtained in three
independent experiments. (A) MYCN induces hyperproliferation. Representative
proliferation curves of Rat-1 cells grown in medium containing 10 % FCS. (B) Survivin
does not protect from MYCN-induced apoptosis. Representative apoptosis rates of
Rat-1 cells grown in serum-free medium. The percentage of apoptotic cells was
determined by FACS analysis counting propidium iodide stained hypodiploid nuclei.417
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growth rates when compared to empty vector controls or survivin-transduced cells
(Figure 3.4 A). As the spontaneous median apoptosis rate was very low (1 %), the
number of living cells mainly reflects cell proliferation. Coexpression of survivin did
not alter MYCN-induced hyperproliferation.
Previously, Ushmorov and coworkers have shown that knockdown of survivin
increases MYCN-induced caspase-dependent apoptosis during serum deprivation.97
Therefore the question arose whether an excess of survivin would protect cells from
MYCN-induced cell death. To provoke the pro-apoptotic function of MYCN, cells were
subjected to trophic stress by serum withdrawal. At regular intervals, cells were
stained in a hypotonic buffer containing propidium iodide. As DNA is fragmented in
apoptotic cells, hypodiploid nuclei were measured by flow cytometry. Serum
withdrawal led to an increased basal apoptosis level in all groups analyzed (Figure
3.4 B). In comparison to the controls and survivin-overexpressing cells, MYCNtransduced Rat-1 cells displayed significantly higher apoptosis rates. Of note,
additional expression of survivin could not rescue Rat-1 cells from MYCN-induced
apoptosis. Taken together, these data show that, in vitro, survivin overexpression
does not affect proliferation and apoptosis of Rat-1 cells, neither per se nor in
conjunction with MYCN.

3.4.

Survivin enhances MYCN-induced contact-uninhibited growth

When normal cells are grown in cell culture they stop proliferation as soon as they
get into close contact to neighboring cells, thus yielding confluent cell monolayers. In
vivo contact inhibition preserves tissue homeostasis, which is disrupted during the
process of tumorigenesis. To assess contact inhibition, confluent transiently
transduced cells were analyzed for the formation of so-called foci, i.e. areas where
cells that normally grow as a monolayer are growing on top of each other. Foci were
visualized by staining confluent culture dishes with crystal violet. As rodent cells are
known to spontaneously transform during prolonged in vitro culture, it was not
surprising that also in the control group occasional foci could be observed.418,419
However, in comparison to controls, MYCN significantly promoted contact-uninhibited
growth and thus focus formation (Figure 3.5). Interestingly, whereas survivin alone
did not impact on focus formation, its coexpression significantly increased the
frequency of MYCN-induced foci.
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Figure 3.5: Survivin potentiates MYCN-induced focus formation. Transiently
transduced Rat-1 fibroblasts were used. Cells were seeded at low density. After 4-5
weeks in culture, cells were stained with crystal violet and the number of foci was
counted. Bars show the mean + SEM. Statistical analyses were performed using
ANOVA followed by Tukey's Multiple Comparison Test. ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; ns:
not significant. Experiments were repeated three times with similar results.417

3.5.

Survivin enhances MYCN-induced anchorage-independent growth

Upon loss of contact to the surrounding extracellular matrix, cells that normally grow
in a tissue environment undergo anoikis, a special kind of apoptosis. It has been
shown that the loss of anchorage-dependence is an early event during metastatic
spread.420 To assess for anchorage-independent growth transient transfectants were
seeded in soft agar, a semi-solid medium, which does not provide anchorage. After
four weeks, cells were stained with MTT and colonies with a minimal diameter of 0.2
mm were counted. Control cells as well as survivin expressing cells were hardly able
to grow under these conditions. However, MYCN enabled Rat-1 cells to grow in an
anchorage-independent manner in soft agar (Figure 3.6). Importantly, MYCN-induced
anchorage-independent and clonogenic growth was again significantly enhanced by
the additional overexpression of survivin. Thus, survivin and MYCN cooperate in the
transformation of Rat-1 fibroblasts.
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Figure 3.6: Survivin increases MYCN-induced clonogenicity in soft agar. Cells
were seeded in semi-solid medium. After four weeks in culture, cells were stained with
MTT and colonies with a minimal diameter of 0.2 mm were scored. Bars show the
mean + SEM. Statistical analyses were performed using ANOVA followed by Tukey's
Multiple Comparison Test. ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; ns: not significant. Experiments
were repeated three times with similar results.417

3.6.

Rat-1 fibroblasts display a high degree of genomic instability

As MYC family members are known to induce genomic instability,421,422 another
hallmark of cancer, we performed genome-wide spectral karyotyping (SKY) to assess
for numerical and gross structural changes as well as array comparative genomic
hybridization (aCGH) analysis to detect microdeletions and microduplications.
For SKY analyses, metaphase spreads of parental and stably transduced Rat-1 cells
were generated after two to three weeks of selection. To visualize chromosomal
aberrations metaphase chromosomes were stained with colored probes to differentially label each chromosome pair. Parental Rat-1 cells displayed already pronounced
genomic instability. Harboring several numerical aberrations such as a trisomy 6 and
different monosomies (Table 3.1, highlighted in green or red) as well as a large
number of diverse structural aberrations such as translocations (t) and derivative
chromosomes (der), Rat-1 cells have to be classified as a tumor cell line (Figure 3.7
A and Table 3.1). Overexpression of MYCN, survivin or both did not increase
genomic instability, although SN cells showed the highest rate of additional single
translocations in SKY (Table 3.1).
For aCGH analysis genomic DNA of the reference group (C) and of the test groups
(S, N, SN) were differentially labeled with the fluorescent dyes Cy3 (reference) or
Cy5 (test). Labeled DNA from one of the test samples and the reference DNA were
cohybridized to the array. Fluorescence intensity correlates with the copy number of
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a certain chromosomal region and thus chromosomal gains or losses appear as
upwards or downwards spikes in aCGH profiles. Analyses revealed balanced profiles
in all three comparisons showing that overexpression of MYCN, survivin or both did
not induce any chromosomal gains or losses as compared to the control cells (Figure
3.7 B). Altogether these data show that MYCN-induced malignant transformation of
Rat-1 cells does not involve gross alterations in genomic instability.

Figure 3.7: MYCN does not increase genomic instability in Rat-1 cells. (A)
Parental Rat-1 cells present with a highly instable genome harboring a large
number of numerical and structural aberrations. Representative karyogram
containing the G-banded and classified chromosomes of the same metaphase spread
demonstrating the most common aberrations such as trisomy 6, der(Y;13), der(3)t(2;3),
der(2;8), der(4;17) and a rare translocation der(5;11). (B) Overexpression of the
transgenes does not induce chromosomal gains or losses. Genome-wide aCGH
profiles were obtained by cohybridizing genomic DNA of stably transduced test
samples (S, N, SN) with the reference sample (C) to rat genome CGH microarrays. All
profiles are balanced. der: derivative chromosome; t: translocation.
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Table 3.1: Numerical and structural aberrations as measured by SKY analysis of metaphase spreads of parental (P) and
transduced Rat-1 cells. n = number; der = derivative chromosome; t = translocation; mar = marker chromosome; r = ring chromosome;
tas = telomeric association
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3.7.

Rat-1 tumors coexpressing survivin and MYCN exhibit decreased
latency and enhanced growth

So far in vitro experiments could show that MYCN efficiently transformed Rat-1 cells
and that typical cancer cell features were further increased when survivin was coexpressed. However, one of the major hallmarks of cancer cells is the ability to form
tumors in vivo. We therefore investigated whether the transfectants give rise to
tumors in mice. RAG-/- common γ chain-/- mice were chosen as a mouse model since
these mice are immunocompromised due to the lack of T cells, B cells and natural
killer cells and allow for the engraftment of xenotransplants. After subcutaneous
injection of 2 x 105 cells, all mice developed palpable masses (Figure 3.8 A). Thus,
already non-transformed control cells formed tumors after a median latency of 58
days. This is consistent with the finding that Rat-1 cells have to be classified as a
tumor cell line according to their highly instable genome. Survivin transduction did not
change this basal tumorigenicity (median latency: 57 d), whereas MYCN significantly
decreased median tumor latency from 58 days to 35 days. Engraftment was further
accelerated by concomitant overexpression of survivin (median latency: 27 d),
implying a cooperative effect of survivin and MYCN in malignant transformation.
The volume of each tumor was measured at regular intervals to generate related
growth curves (Figure 3.8 B). By means of these growth curves tumor doubling time
was calculated for the individual tumors (Figure 3.8 C). As already the tumor growth
curves and also cell proliferation curves (Figure 3.4 A on page 61) imply,
overexpression of survivin did not change tumor growth rates with a median doubling
time of 4.1 days of tumors derived from control cells and 4.2 days of tumors
belonging to group S. As expected, MYCN significantly accelerated tumor growth,
thus shortening median tumor doubling time to 2.3 days (Figure 3.8 B and C). Of
note, cells expressing both transgenes gave rise to the fastest growing tumors with a
doubling time of only 1.2 days. Western Blot analyses on the tumors confirmed
appropriate expression of the transgenes also in the established tumors (Figure 3.8
D). Quantification of MYCN and survivin protein levels relative to β-Actin revealed
elevated expression levels of both transgenes in SN tumors as compared to the
respective single-transgenic tumors (Figure 3.8 D).
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Figure 3.8: Survivin enhances MYCN-induced tumorigenicity of Rat-1 fibroblasts.
2 x 105 cells of stable bulk cultures were injected subcutaneously into one flank of
RAG-/-/ common γ-chain-/- mice (each group n = 8). Mice were monitored at regular
intervals for the appearance of tumors. (A) Tumors overexpressing survivin
together with MYCN display the shortest latency. Kaplan-Meier plot depicts the time
points at which the tumors were palpable (volume ≥ 10 µl). ***P < 0.001 for SN vs. N,
SN vs. S, SN vs. C, N vs. S, N vs. C, ns for S vs. C (log-rank test followed by
Bonferroni correction). (B) Enhanced growth of tumors coexpressing survivin and
MYCN. Shown are the growth curves of individual tumors. (C) Reduced doubling time
of tumors coexpressing survivin and MYCN. Shown is the doubling time of each
individual tumor and the median. Mann-Whitney test was used for statistical analysis.
***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; ns: not significant. (D) Transgenes are expressed
in the tumors. Western blot analysis and its quantification confirming appropriate
expression of transgenic survivin and MYCN in the tumors. β-Actin is shown as loading
control. Statistical analyses were done using ANOVA followed by Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Test. ***P < 0.001; *P < 0.05.417
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3.8.

SN tumors are anaplastic with increased proliferation

Given that the combined overexpression of MYCN and survivin in Rat-1 cells leads to
a faster tumor development as well as tumor growth after xenotransplantation, we did
histological analyses of the subcutaneous tumors to determine which histopathological and molecular alterations coincide with increased malignancy in vivo.
First, we did a hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) staining to visualize general tissue
structures (Figure 3.9). Histology of tumors resembled human high-grade pleomorphic sarcoma with high cellularity, fascicular storiform growth pattern, pronounced
nuclear polymorphism (Figure 3.9, black arrows), prominent nucleoli (Figure 3.9,
yellow arrows) and numerous atypical mitoses (Figure 3.9, white arrows). These
anaplastic features were most pronounced in SN tumors, where in particular an
increased nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio was detected. This leads to a more intense
violet staining confirming their more malignant phenotype.
As SN cells gave rise to tumors with the shortest doubling time, tumors were stained
for the proliferation marker Ki-67 and for cleaved caspase 3 (CC3), a marker for
caspase-dependent apoptosis (Figure 3.10 A and B). All tumors stained positive for
Ki-67. For quantification, three out of eight tumors per group were selected with

Figure 3.9: Subcutaneous tumors resemble human high grade pleomorphic
sarcoma with anaplastic features being most pronounced in SN tumors.
Representative hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) staining on formalin-fixed and paraffinembedded tissue sections at 200x (upper panel, scale bar: 100 µm) and at 1200x
(lower panel, scale bar: 20 µm). Tumors present with high cellularity, fascicular
storiform growth pattern, pronounced nuclear polymorphism (black arrows), prominent
nucleoli (yellow arrows) and numerous atypical mitoses (white arrows).417
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Figure 3.10: Survivin enhances MYCN-induced tumor growth by increasing the
proliferation-to-apoptosis ratio. Formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue
sections were analyzed for proliferation (Ki-67) and apoptosis (cleaved caspase-3,
CC3) using immunohistochemistry. The means + SEM are shown. Statistical analyses
were done using ANOVA followed by Tukey's Multiple Comparison Test. ***P < 0.001;
**P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; ns: not significant. (A+C) Tumors that overexpress both
transgenes harbor the highest percentage of proliferating cells. (A) Representative staining for Ki-67 (scale bar: 50 µm; inset, scale bar: 10 µm). (C) Quantification of
Ki-67 staining. At least 800 nuclei in three maximally proliferative (Ki-67) areas per
tumor section were counted. (B+D) SN tumors display a slightly increased
apoptosis rate. (B) Representative staining for CC3 (scale bar: 50 µm; inset, scale
bar: 10 µm). (D) Quantification of CC3 staining. Five representative areas (CC3) per
tumor section were counted.417
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respect to a comparable tumor volume within each of the three sample sets to avoid
confounding effects of different tumor size (refer to page 48, Table 2.7).
To determine the proliferation index of the tumors, the number of Ki-67 positive and
negative tumor cell nuclei in three maximally proliferative areas per section was
counted (at least 800 nuclei) and the percentage of Ki-67 positive nuclei was
calculated (Figure 3.10 C). In control tumors and also survivin expressing tumors less
than 40 % of the tumor cells stained positive for Ki-67 (C: 35.9 %; S: 39.4 %)
whereas in MYCN expressing tumors almost two third of the tumor cells were
proliferating (64.5 %). The highest proliferation index was observed in tumors
coexpressing survivin and MYCN (SN) with 76.7 % of the cells staining for Ki-67.
Apoptosis rate was quantified in five representative areas per tumor section. All
tumors displayed with a low percentage of apoptotic cells (C: 0.5 %; S: 1.9 %; N:
2.2 %; SN: 4.4 %). Although the highest number of apoptotic cells could be counted
in tumors of the combination group (SN) this apoptotic rate could apparently not
compensate hyperproliferation as tumors of this group had the shortest doubling time
throughout all groups (Figure 3.10 D and Figure 3.8 C).
Taken together, combined overexpression of survivin and MYCN caused pronounced
anaplasia and hyperproliferation in vivo pointing to a more malignant tumor growth
despite elevated apoptosis.

3.9.

Enhanced tumorigenicity is accompanied by HIF1α-associated
vessel remodeling and enhanced aerobic glycolysis

So far we could show that Rat-1 cells overexpressing survivin and MYCN give rise to
tumors that not only grow faster but also after a reduced latency. As tumor growth
beyond a diameter of about 0.4 mm requires recruitment of new blood vessels to
guarantee sufficient supply with nutrients and oxygen, we assessed tumor
angiogenesis by staining for CD31, a marker of endothelial cells.330,423 According to
Weidner et al. each tumor section was screened for so-called microvessel hotspots,
areas with the highest density of microvessels, i.e. newly formed vessels.411
Rectangles in the left panel of Figure 3.11 mark the hot spots that were quantified.
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Figure 3.11: Survivin cooperates with MYCN to remodel tumor vasculature by
increasing the relative area of large vessels. Representative staining for the
endothelial marker CD31 showing an overview of the whole tumor section (left; scale
bar: 1 mm). Rectangles mark the three microvessel hotspots analyzed. Representative
microvessel hotspots are shown in the middle (200x) and right (600x) panel (scale
bars: 100 µm and 50 µm). The graphs show mean values + SEM of microvessel
hotspots (top right), of total endothelial (i.e. CD31-positive) cell area (middle right) and
of endothelial cell area after fractioning vessels according to their size (bottom).
Statistical analyses were done using ANOVA followed by Tukey's or Bonferroni
Multiple Comparison Test. ***P < 0.001; ns: not significant.417
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The second panel from left shows one of the hot spots. While the number of vessels
per hotspot in tumors overexpressing survivin or MYCN was similar to the control
tumors, it was significantly decreased upon overexpression of both transgenes
(Figure 3.11 top right; C: 345; S: 354; N: 409; SN: 219). As illustrated in the third
panel of Figure 3.11, which shows a zoomed view of vessels representative of the
respective group, the decrease in vessel number per hotspot was compensated by
the larger size of many vessels in SN tumors. This observation could be confirmed by
quantification of both the total endothelial cell area (i.e. red stained area), which was
similar in all groups (Figure 3.11 middle right; C: 7.2 %; S: 7.5 %; N: 7.3 %; SN:
11.3 %) and the endothelial cell area occupied by vessels within defined ranges of
size (Figure 3.11 bottom). Relative endothelial cell area of vessels up to a size of
1999 µm² was similar in all tumors while the relative endothelial cell area of large
vessels (> 1999 µm²) was significantly increased in SN tumors (mean relative
endothelial cell area, C: 0.5 %; S: 0.7 %; N: 0.8 %; SN: 3.7 %).
In the presence of oxygen, normal cells produce their energy by converting glucose
to pyruvate, which is then oxidized in the mitochondria to generate a total of 38 ATP
molecules per glucose molecule. To maintain energy production also under hypoxic
conditions, cells reduce pyruvate to lactate, a far less energy efficient metabolic
pathway termed anaerobic glycolysis (2 ATP per glucose molecule). In 1924, Otto
Warburg described for the first time that tumor cells present with an increased
glycolytic activity even in the presence of oxygen, a phenomenon termed aerobic
glycolysis or Warburg effect.424-426 To evaluate the presence of the Warburg effect in
the subcutaneous tumors, we stained tumor sections for HIF1α and LDHA, key
molecules in aerobic glycolysis that have also been shown to be target genes of
MYC.86,92,427,428
In C and S tumors HIF1α was moderately expressed both in cytoplasm and nucleus,
whereas no expression of LDHA could be detected (Figure 3.12). Also in the
periphery of N tumors only a moderate cytoplasmic and nuclear expression of HIF1α
and no expression of LDHA could be observed whereas the center of N tumors more
intensely stained for both markers. Even if HIF1α and LDHA are known c-MYC target
genes that MYCN might share a staining restricted to the center of a tumor speaks
more in favor of hypoxia related effects. Intriguingly, in tumors coexpressing MYCN
and survivin expression of HIF1α and LDHA was clearly most pronounced and more
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homogeneously distributed across the tumor area as compared to all other groups.
Moreover, in SN tumors HIF1α expression was not only strongest but also
predominantly localized to the nucleus, where it is active.
As the antibody used for immunohistochemical staining of LDHA also detects LDHC,
another isoform of this enzyme, which is not implicated in the Warburg effect, we
assessed LDHA and LDHC expression levels in stably transduced Rat-1 cells kept

Figure 3.12: Coexpression of survivin and MYCN potentiates MYCN-induced
aerobic glycolysis. (A) SN tumors exhibit the highest accumulation of nuclear
HIF1α. Representative IHC staining for HIF1α. Overview of the whole tumor section
(top; scale bar: 1 mm) and an enlarged view (bottom; scale bar: 20 µm). (B) Survivin
and MYCN cooperate in enhancing LDHA expression. Representative IHC staining
for LDHA showing an overview of the whole tumor section (top; scale bar: 1 mm) and
an enlarged view (bottom; scale bar: 20 µm).417
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Figure 3.13: LDHA but not LDHC mRNA expression levels are increased upon
transformation. Stably transduced Rat-1 fibroblasts were used. Representative qPCR
analysis of LDHA and LDHC expression relative to β−Actin. The means + SEM are
shown. Statistical analyses were done using ANOVA followed by Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Test. ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; ns: not significant. Similar results were
obtained in three independent experiments. (A) LDHA mRNA expression levels are
highest in SN cells. (B) No expression of LDHC in transduced Rat-1 cells. Rat
testis tissue is shown as positive control for LDHC expression.417

under normoxic culture conditions by qPCR analysis. Interestingly, LDHA mRNA
levels were similar in the groups C, S and N whereas expression level of LDHA was
significantly higher in SN transfectants (Figure 3.13 A). These observations further
supported the finding that tumors derived from control cells, survivin or MYCN
overexpressing cells did not stain for LDHA except for the center of MYCN
overexpressing tumors (Figure 3.12 B). In contrast, no expression of LDHC could be
detected in any of the four groups (Figure 3.13 B). From this we concluded that the
staining of the tumors was related to the expression of LDHA and not LDHC.
To further extend these findings, we measured concentrations of the metabolites
glucose, lactate and ATP directly in the tumor tissue using induced metabolic
bioluminescence imaging. This method is based on an enzymatic reaction leading to
the emission of light whose intensity is proportional to the metabolite concentration
(for more details refer to page 50, Figure 2.3). Serial cryosections of snap-frozen
tissue were immersed in enzyme solutions in a defined way and emitted light was
measured to finally calculate tissue metabolite concentration (Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.14: Experimental set-up of induced metabolic bioluminescence imaging
in cryosections of snap-frozen tissue.412

All tumors had similar levels of ATP (Figure 3.15; C: 0.84; S: 1.13; N: 1.08; SN: 1.41).
Also lactate concentration did not significantly differ in tumors of the four groups
except for the comparison of C versus N and N versus SN (C: 9.30; S: 10.32; N:
7.72; SN: 9.28). As the differences are not consistent they are probably of no
biological relevance. When comparing the tumors derived from C, S and N there
were no significant differences in glucose concentration. Notably, at similar ATP
content, SN tumors displayed significantly lower glucose levels as compared to all
other groups suggesting a glycolytic phenotype (C: 3.39; S: 2.94; N: 2.76; SN: 1.39).
In spite of pronounced glycolysis in tumors overexpressing survivin and MYCN,
lactate levels were not increased as compared to the other tumor groups. This
implies that both outward transfer of lactate from cytoplasm to the blood stream as
well as lactate removal via the blood stream efficiently function in SN tumors.
The data presented here further support our findings of a cooperation of survivin and
MYCN in malignant transformation of Rat-1 cells and show that this cooperation is
accompanied by vessel remodeling leading to larger, more mature blood vessels and
a metabolic switch from oxidative phosphorylation to aerobic glycolysis, properties
that correlate with increased tumor aggressiveness.
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Figure 3.15: Decreased glucose level at stable ATP and lactate levels in SN
tumors. Glucose, lactate and ATP content in cryostat sections was measured by
induced metabolic bioluminescence imaging. The dot plots show the individual values
and the median. Mann-Whitney test was used for statistical analysis. ***P < 0.001;
*P < 0.05; ns: not significant.417
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Part 2: Function of NF-κB in MYC-driven Hepatocellular Carcinoma
HCC accounts for 85 - 90 % of primary liver malignancies and is the third leading
cause of cancer-associated deaths worldwide with poor overall survival rates.381,429,430
Despite the fact that over the past decades many epidemiologic risk factors and
molecular pathways driving liver carcinogenesis have been identified, a more
profound understanding of the molecular biology underlying HCC development is
mandatory to improve the application of currently available treatment modalities and
to develop new treatment strategies.
Chronic inflammation predisposes individuals to various types of cancer and NF-κB
activation, which is the hallmark of inflammation, can be observed in these tumors as
well. Moreover, NF-κB is well known for regulating pro-survival and anti-apoptotic
signaling cascades. The interplay of MYC and NF-κB in the generation of tumors has
hardly been analyzed so far. Previous studies in our lab have shown that in Burkitt’s
lymphoma, a MYC-driven B cell lymphoma, the NF-κB pathway is not active and that
forced activation drives cells into death receptor-mediated apoptosis.397 We therefore
hypothesized that in MYC-driven malignancies inactivation of NF-κB signaling might
be a general prerequisite to allow tumorigenesis. To test this hypothesis we decided
to switch from lymphomas, a mesodermal tumor, to MYC-driven hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC), which is of endodermal origin.

3.10.

Conditional MYC expression targeted to the liver induces liver
tumors with high penetrance

In different mouse models it has already been shown that when MYC expression is
targeted to the liver mice develop HCC.431-433 We first established a conditional MYCdriven HCC mouse model based on the tet-off system.434,435 Two types of transgenic
mice were crossed to target the expression of human MYC (hMYC) to the liver
(Figure 3.16 A). LAP-tTA transgenic mice express the tetracycline-transactivator
(tTA) protein under the control of the liver activator protein promoter (LAP-P), which
is predominantly active in the liver and thereby targets transgene expression to the
liver.409 Ptetbi-MYC transgenic mice have been generated in our lab and coexpress
hMYC and a luciferase reporter gene (Luci) under the control of the bidirectional
promoter Ptetbi containing the tetracycline responsive operon (TetO), which is
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Figure 3.16: Overexpression of MYC targeted to the liver leads to HCC-related
death within a median interval of 10.2 weeks. (A) Transgenic mouse model for
conditional MYC expression targeted to the liver. LAP-tTA mice express the
tetracycline-transactivator (tTA) protein under the control of the liver activator protein
promoter (LAP-P) targeting the transgene expression to the liver.409 Ptetbi-MYC
transgenic mice express human MYC and a luciferase reporter gene (Luci) under the
control of the bidirectional promoter Ptetbi containing the tetracycline responsive
operon (TetO), which is flanked by two minimal promoters derived from the human
cytomegalovirus immediate-early promoter.408,434 In double transgenic (dtg) animals
(LT-MYC), tTA mediates the transcription of luciferase together with transgenic MYC.
Both genes are repressed in the presence of doxycycline (DOX). (B) Luciferase
activity localizes to the liver. Representative in vivo bioluminescence imaging
confirming luciferase activity restricted to the liver of dtg mice. (C) Most abundant
luciferase activity is found in the liver. Representative luciferase activity
measurement using TNT extracts of different tissues. Luciferase activity was
normalized to protein concentration. RLU: Relative light unit. (D) Most animals have
to be sacrificed due to terminal stage HCC before the age of 15 weeks. Survival
curves of control and LT-MYC mice. Arrow marks median survival time.
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Table 3.2: Statistics on LT-MYC mice. Mice were subjected to bioluminescence
imaging to assess for transgene expression. Mice with no luciferase activity (luci-) were
excluded from statistics. #: number of animals.

flanked by two minimal promoters derived from the human cytomegalovirus
immediate-early promoter.408,434 In mice there is no transcription factor which may bind
to and activate the TetO, thus the transgenes are silent. However in the liver of
double transgenic (dtg) animals (LT-MYC), tTA protein binds to TetO and mediates
the transcription of the luciferase reporter gene together with the transgenic hMYC.
Transcription of the transgenes can be switched off by applying the tetracycline
antibiotic doxycycline (DOX) via the drinking water as DOX traps tTA protein.
In a first attempt we set up the breedings without administering DOX with the result
that MYC overexpression already started during embryogenesis upon LAP promoter
activation, which takes place before embryonic day 7.5.436 The number of offspring
was reduced as compared to wild type breedings indicating that some of the dtg mice
already died in utero. The few double transgenics that were born had to be sacrificed
in consequence of HCC before the age of five weeks. To prevent in utero lethality
and to delay hepatocarcinogenesis we decided to only activate the system perinatally
by applying DOX in the drinking water till birth. With this approach the size of the
litters was similar to wild type breedings.
As the LAP promoter is not exclusively active in the liver, we wanted to check for
specificity of transgene expression and took advantage of the luciferase reporter
gene being coexpressed with MYC. Mice were subjected to in vivo bioluminescence
imaging (Figure 3.16 B) and protein lysates of different tissues were screened for
luciferase activity (Figure 3.16 C). Both methods showed that most abundant
luciferase activity could be detected in the liver of dtg animals with low activity in
thymus, brain and heart. Because of the very early HCC-related mortality in this
mouse model none of the animals ever developed tumors other than HCC. 6.7 % of
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all dtg animals did not show any luciferase expression (luci-) as measured by
bioluminescence imaging and thus were excluded from statistics (Table 3.2). Mice
were either sacrificed due to massive tumor load or after the age of 22 weeks.
95.2 % of mice with transgene expression (luci+) developed liver tumors and had to
be sacrificed in between 8 to 15 weeks of age and after a median timeframe of 10.2
weeks (Table 3.2 and Figure 3.16 D). Mice that did not show any major evidence of
cancer (4.8 %) as abdominal swelling due to tumor load or reduced agility were sacrificed after the age of 22 weeks and all of them presented with liver tumor lesions.
To confirm that the transgenes are expressed in the livers of LT-MYC mice, we
performed immunohistochemical stainings on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded
tissue sections to assess for expression of human MYC and the luciferase reporter.
Livers of control animals did not stain for any of the transgenes (Figure 3.17). In dtg
animals the tumor nodules (T) were strongly positive for both transgenic MYC and
luciferase whereas the non-tumorous tissue (N) in between the tumors showed
mostly no staining. Only few single cells within the non-tumorous tissue weakly
stained for MYC or luciferase. The insets in the magnified view show the proper
localization of the transgenes to the cellular compartments: human MYC localized to
the nucleus, which is the site of action of MYC transcription factors and the luciferase
staining was cytoplasmic or rather peroxisomal.437

Figure 3.17: Tumors strongly coexpress the transgenes MYC and luciferase.
Representative immunohistochemical stainings for transgenic human MYC and the
luciferase reporter on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded liver sections. Scale bars
overview: 200 µm; magnified view: 100 µm; inset: 10 µm.
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3.11.

Liver-specific MYC expression leads to massively enlarged and
damaged livers

As mice were sacrificed in the terminal stage of HCC development with massive
tumor load (Figure 3.18 A), median liver to body weight ratio was near four-fold of the
median liver to body weight ratio found in control mice (Figure 3.18 B;
min/ median/ max liver to body weight ratio, control (n=18): 0.041/ 0.048/ 0.060; LTMYC (n=37): 0.054/ 0.188/ 0.307). Massive tumor growth leads to cell damage,
which in turn leads to the release of cytoplasmic components to the bloodstream. In
clinical routine, different serum parameters are used to assess for hepatocellular
damage such as the enzymes aspartate transaminase (AST) and alanine
aminotransferase (ALT). Besides the liver, AST is also found in heart, skeletal
muscle, kidney, brain and red blood cells making it less liver-specific as compared to
ALT, which is predominantly found in the liver. Blood samples were taken from each

Figure 3.18: Overexpression of MYC targeted to the liver leads to massively
enlarged and damaged livers. Mice were sacrificed in the terminal stage of cancer or
after the age of 22 weeks. Statistical analyses were done using t-test. ***P < 0.0001.
(A) LT-MYC mice develop HCC. Representative pictures of a normal liver and a liver
with tumor nodules. (B) Liver to body weight ratio is significantly increased in LTMYC mice. Box plot of liver to body weight ratio in control and tumor mice. Whiskers
range from min to max. (C+D) Serum enzyme activity of AST and ALT is
significantly increased in tumor mice. Dotted area marks the reference range. The
means + SEM are shown. AST: aspartate aminotransferase; ALT: alanine
aminotransferase.
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mouse sacrificed and serum AST and ALT levels were measured using Reflotron®
blood analyzer. In control mice, serum levels of AST and ALT were within reference
ranges (AST: 10 - 91 U/ L; ALT: 12 - 44 U/ L) while activities of both enzymes were
significantly increased in the serum of dtg mice with HCC (Figure 3.18 C and D;
mean enzyme activity of AST ± SEM, control (n=18): 52.5 ± 4.0 U/ L; LT-MYC
(n=36): 498.9 ± 46.6 U/ L; mean enzyme activity of ALT ± SEM, control (n=18): 22.3
± 2.5 U/ L; LT-MYC (n=36): 281.0 ± 35.9 U/ L).438

3.12.

MYC-induced HCC recapitulates human disease

To characterize the liver tumors, we first performed an H & E staining on formalinfixed and paraffin-embedded liver sections (Figure 3.19). Tumors presented with a
multinodular (Figure 3.18 A and Figure 3.19 a and b), trabecular (Figure 3.19 c) and

Figure 3.19: MYC-induced liver tumors recapitulate human HCC. Representative
H & E staining of formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded liver sections. Tumors show a
multinodular (a and b), trabecular (c) and pseudoglandular (d) growth pattern. Tumor
cells are densely packed with atypical and pleomorphic nuclei (e, arrow heads),
produce bile (e, white arrows) and contain fat droplets (f, yellow arrows). Many
hepatocytes display mitoses and prominent nucleoli (f, black arrow). Scale bars left:
1 mm; middle: 100 µm; right: 20 µm; inset in (d): 10 µm.
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pseudoglandular (Figure 3.19 d) growth pattern - morphological features similar to
poorly differentiated human HCC. Cytologically, tumors were made up of cytoplasmrich densely packed cells of different properties such as eosinophilic cells with
atypical and pleomorphic nuclei (Figure 3.19, arrow heads in e), bile producing
cancer cells (Figure 3.19, white arrows in e), but also clear cells containing fat
droplets or glycogen (Figure 3.19, yellow arrows in f) – all characteristics found in
human HCC as well. Non-cancerous tissue in between the tumor nodules contained
many mitotic hepatocytes and also numerous hepatocytes with prominent nucleoli
(Figure 3.19, black arrows in f). These observations together with the fact that only
single cells within the non-tumorous tissue weakly stained for MYC or luciferase
imply that these hepatocytes were already about to transform to tumor cells.

3.13.

MYC-induced HCC are highly proliferative

The very early HCC-related mortality of LT-MYC mice after a median interval of only
10 weeks upon transgene activation suggested the presence of fast-proliferating
tumors. We therefore stained formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded liver sections for
the proliferation marker Ki-67 being expressed throughout all cell cycle phases and
cleaved caspase 3 (CC3), a marker for caspase-dependent apoptosis. The control
liver did not harbor neither proliferating nor apoptotic hepatocytes (Figure 3.20). As
expected, the majority of tumor cells stained for Ki-67. Interestingly, also some
hepatocytes within the non-cancerous tissue in between the tumor nodules were
Ki-67 positive (arrows in Figure 3.20). As hepatocytes do not proliferate in a healthy
liver this finding further supported the notion that these Ki-67 positive hepatocytes
were about to transform to carcinoma cells. Surprisingly, already small tumor nodules
contained a number of apoptotic cells, which may be attributed to MYC’s proapoptotic function. However, the number of proliferating cells was evidently much
higher than the number of apoptotic cells thus overall leading to massive proliferation
of the tumors.
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Figure 3.20: MYC-induced HCC are highly proliferative. Formalin-fixed and paraffinembedded liver sections were analyzed for proliferation (Ki-67) and apoptosis (cleaved
caspase-3, CC3) using immunohistochemistry. While in control livers there are neither
proliferating nor apoptotic hepatocytes tumors of LT-MYC mice are highly proliferative.
Many hepatocytes in non-tumorous liver tissue of dtg mice stain for Ki-67 and contain
prominent nucleoli implying that these cells are about to transform to cancer cells.
Already small tumor nodules contain apoptotic cells as shown by CC3. Dashed lines
mark the tumor rim. N = non-tumorous, T = tumorous. Scale bars overview: 200 µm;
magnified view: 100 µm; inset: 10 µm.

3.14.

TNFα is not sufficient to activate NF-κB signaling in MYC-induced
HCC

Previous work in our lab on Burkitt’s lymphoma, a MYC-driven B cell lymphoma,
showed that in this tumor entity NF-κB signaling is not only turned off but forced
activation drives cells into apoptosis.397 These observations led us to the hypothesis
that in the context of MYC-driven tumorigenesis inactivation of NF-κB signaling might
be a prerequisite to allow for malignant transformation. To test this hypothesis, we
intraperitoneally injected seven weeks old control and dtg mice with TNFα, a potent
inducer of NF-κB signaling, or with the saline solution HBSS as a control. One hour
after the injection tissue samples were taken from liver as well as from the kidney,
which served as internal positive control. Formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded
tissue sections were stained for the NF-κB transcription factor subunit p65, which is
retained in the cytoplasm in the non-activated state but translocates to the nucleus
when the signaling cascade has been successfully activated. HBSS-injected mice did
not show any staining for nuclear p65 neither in the liver nor in the kidney (Figure
3.21). Interestingly, tumor cells in the liver showed a stronger cytoplasmic staining for
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p65 as compared to adjacent hepatocytes. As expected, injection of TNFα led to a
strong induction of the NF-κB pathway in hepatocytes and also in the kidney as
demonstrated by a strong nuclear staining for p65. However, even in small tumor
nodules (diameter < 1 mm) nuclei were not or only weakly stained for p65 while
nuclei of adjacent hepatocytes were strongly positive. Bigger tumors did not stain for
p65 at all. This finding indicated that MYC-transformed tumor cells prevent activation
of NF-κB signaling implying a tumor suppressor function similar to what we have
previously observed in MYC-induced lymphomas.

Figure 3.21: MYC-induced hepatocellular carcinomas prevent activation of NF-κB
signaling. Seven weeks old control and dtg mice were intraperitoneally injected with
TNFα to induce NF-κB signaling or control-injected with HBSS. Representative
immunohistochemical staining for the NF-κB subunit p65 on formalin-fixed and paraffinembedded tissue sections. Kidney served as internal positive control for TNFα-induced
activation of NF-κB. Dashed lines mark the tumor rim. N = non-tumorous, T =
tumorous. Scale bars, overview: 100 µm; zoomed view: 10 µm.
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3.15.

Genetic modulation of NF-κB signaling does not affect penetrance
and survival of MYC-induced hepatocarcinogenesis

So far we could show that MYC overexpression targeted to the liver induces HCC
similar to the human disease and that these carcinoma cells evolved mechanisms
preventing TNFα-induced activation of the NF-κB signaling cascade. We thus set out
to investigate whether a genetic modulation of NF-κB signaling would interfere with

Figure 3.22: Transgenic mouse model for conditional modulation of NF-κB
signaling during MYC-induced hepatocarcinogenesis. LAP-tTA mice were first
crossed to either Ptetbi-IκBα-∆N mice harboring a N-terminal deletion mutant of murine
IκBα (IκBα-∆N) to block NF-κB signaling or to Ptetbi-IKK2-CA mice carrying a
constitutively active transgenic human IKK2 (IKK2-CA) to permanently activate NF-κB
signaling.409,410 Double transgenic offspring were crossed to Ptetbi-MYC mice to obtain
two lines of triple transgenic animals: LT-∆N-MYC and LT-CA-MYC. In the presence of
doxycycline (DOX) all transgenes are repressed, otherwise tTA mediates the
transcription of luciferase together with transgenic MYC and in ttg animals with IκBα∆N or IKK2-CA. LAP-P: liver activator protein promoter; tTA: tetracycline-transactivator;
TetO: tetracycline responsive operon; Luci: luciferase.
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MYC-induced hepatocarcinogenesis. To this end we made use of two additional
responder mouse lines: Ptetbi-IκBα-∆N and Ptetbi-IKK2-CA (Figure 3.22). Similar to
the Ptetbi-MYC mice (refer to section 3.10.) also these two responder mouse lines
harbor a transgene composed of inversely positioned IκBα-∆N or IKK2-CA and a
luciferase reporter gene (Luci), which are coregulated by a bidirectional promoter
Ptetbi containing the tetracycline responsive operon (TetO), which is flanked by two
minimal promoters derived from the human cytomegalovirus immediate-early
promoter.409,410,434 Ptetbi-IκBα-∆N mice bear a N-terminal deletion mutant of murine
IκBα (IκBα-∆N) lacking amino acids 2 - 58 and thus also the serines S32 and S36
that need to be phosphorylated to initiate proteasomal degradation of IκBα. Thereby
NF-κB signaling is efficiently blocked in a transdominant-negative manner upon
transgene overexpression.409 Ptetbi-IKK2-CA mice carry a constitutively active
transgenic human IKK2, which leads to permanent activation of NF-κB signaling. This
has been achieved by the exchange of two serine (S) residues for glutamic acid (E),
which mimics activating phosphorylations at those two sites (S177E, S181E).410
First, we generated LAP-tTA/ Ptetbi-IκBα-∆N (LT-∆N) and LAP-tTA/ Ptetbi-IKK2-CA
(LT-CA) dtg animals to maintain a pure C57BL/6 inbred background. LT-∆N dtg mice
do not show any phenotype and could be bred without special requirements. LT-CA

Table 3.3: Statistics on ttg breedings. Mice were subjected to bioluminescence
imaging to assess for transgene expression. Mice with no luciferase activity (luci-) were
excluded from statistics. LT-MYC∆N and LT-MYCCA are dtg littermates derived from ∆N
and CA breed. #: number of animals; ∑: sum of dtg and ttg littermates.
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mice were bred in the presence of DOX till weaning (no transcription of the transgenes) as in hepatocytes NF-κB plays a critical role during embryogenesis.439-441
In a second step, LT-∆N and LT-CA mice were crossed to homozygous Ptetbi-MYC
mice with NMRI-derived inbred background to finally obtain two lines of triple
transgenic (ttg) mice with a defined mixed C57BL/6-NMRI (1:1) background: LT-∆NMYC and LT-CA-MYC. Dtg littermates of each breed (LT-MYC∆N and LT-MYCCA)
served as reference for MYC-induced effects, littermates that did not carry the
LAP-tTA transgene and thus did not express any of the transgenes served as
controls (∆N breed: n = 26; CA breed: n = 31). To prevent MYC-induced in utero
lethality, breedings were maintained with DOX until birth to only activate transgene
expression perinatally.
Using this approach dtg and ttg mice of both matings were born at the expected
Mendelian frequency. All dtg and ttg animals of the ∆N breed and 98.7 % of the dtg
and ttg mice derived from the CA matings were luciferase positive (luci+) as measured by bioluminescence imaging (Table 3.3). The single luci- LT-MYCCA mouse was
excluded from statistics. Mice were either sacrificed due to massive tumor load or

Figure 3.23: Modulation of NF-κB signaling does not interfere with survival of
MYC-induced HCC. Survival curves of mice derived from ∆N and CA breedings. ∆N
breed: control n = 26, LT-MYC∆N n = 35, LT-∆N-MYC n = 43. CA breed: control n = 31,
LT-MYCCA n = 36, LT-CA-MYC n = 40. Arrows mark median survival times. Statistical
analyses were done using log-rank test. ns: not significant.
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after the age of 23 weeks. In both lines at least 96 % of luci+ mice developed liver
tumors and had to be sacrificed in between 7 to 19 weeks of age (Table 3.3). Mice
that did not show any superficial evidence of cancer were sacrificed after the age of
23 weeks. 1.3 % (∆N breed) or 4.0 % (CA breed) of luci+ mice did not develop HCC
within 23 weeks. Interestingly, we could not observe any significant differences in
survival neither upon block (∆N breed) nor upon constitutive activation of NF-κB
signaling (CA breed) with a median time to terminal stage HCC of 8.9 weeks (LTMYC∆N, blue arrow) or 9.3 weeks (LT-∆N-MYC, red arrow) and 11.0 weeks (LTMYCCA, blue arrow) or 10.0 weeks (LT-CA-MYC, green arrow) (Figure 3.23).
To assess for potential differences in tissue architecture formalin-fixed and paraffinembedded liver sections were H & E stained. There were no differences in gross
tissue architecture between tumors of the different cohorts (Figure 3.24). Similar to
poorly differentiated human HCC, tumors displayed a multinodular (H & E, top),
trabecular (H & E, middle) and pseudoglandular growth pattern (H & E, bottom) with
cytoplasm-rich densely packed and morphologically heterogeneous cells. Many
hepatocytes within non-cancerous tissue were mitotic and contained prominent
nucleoli pointing to initial malignant transformation. Previously we have shown that
hepatic activation of NF-κB induces liver inflammation.442 Therefore, we also stained
for F4/80 (a macrophage marker) and CD3 (a marker for T lymphocytes) to detect
inflammatory infiltrates and for Sirius Red to visualize fibrosis. We could not detect
any differences in the extent of tumor-associated inflammation (Figure 3.24).
Exclusively on the tumor rim we could observe unspecific fibrosis, which is a common
feature of tumors in general.
Since we could not observe any changes in survival or gross tumor architecture we
wanted to verify that our mouse models function properly not only in terms of
transgene expression but also in terms of modulation of NF-κB activity. First, we did
Western Blot analyses on protein extracts to assess for coexpression of the
transgenes in the liver. As MYC protein is highly instable and the TNT lysis buffer
was not sufficient to preserve MYC protein stability, we prepared Laemmli-Urea
extracts to detect MYC protein. Control livers did not show any MYC expression and
only weak expression of endogenous IκBα and IKK2 (Figure 3.25 A). As expected,
all the tumors strongly expressed transgenic MYC and also endogenous IκBα
independent of the NF-κB status. IκBα-∆N protein could only be detected in tumors
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Figure 3.24: Gross tissue architecture and extent of tumor-associated
inflammation and fibrosis are similar in all cohorts. Representative immunohistochemical stainings on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded liver sections. Tumors
showed a multinodular, trabecular and pseudoglandular growth pattern (H & E, top,
middle and bottom). There were no differences in tumor-associated inflammation as
shown by staining for infiltrating macrophages (F4/80) and T lymphocytes (CD3).
Fibrosis was restricted to the tumor rim as visualized by a Sirius Red staining. Scale
bars: 100 µm; top row: 1 mm.
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derived from LT-∆N-MYC mice. IKK2 was strongly expressed in tumors of LT-CAMYC mice while tumors derived from LT-MYC or LT-∆N-MYC mice showed
expression levels comparable to control livers.
Knowing that the transgenes are coexpressed, we next performed EMSA analyses to

Figure 3.25: Mouse models function properly in terms of modulating NF-κB
signaling in the livers of ttg animals. (A) The transgenes are coexpressed when
targeted to the liver. Representative Western Blot analyses on Laemmli-Urea extracts
for MYC transgene and on TNT extracts for IκBα-∆N and IKK2-CA transgenes. (B)
Overexpression of IKK2-CA leads to an increased DNA-binding activity of NF-κB.
Representative EMSA analysis on DignamC extracts. Numbers indicate the relative
density of the bands, which are plotted in the bar chart below. Bars show mean + SEM.
Statistical analyses were done using ANOVA followed by Tukey's Multiple Comparison
Test. ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; ns: not significant.
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assess for DNA-binding activity of NF-κB, which is a prerequisite for a transcription
factor to work. Hardly any NF-κB activity could be detected in control livers while
MYC-induced HCC of all groups presented with elevated NF-κB levels (Figure 3.25
B; fold changes compared to control livers, LT-MYC: 2.7 fold; LT-∆N-MYC: 1.6 fold;
LT-CA-MYC: 7.2 fold). NF-κB was less active in HCC derived from LT-∆N-MYC mice
than in HCC of the other cohorts suggesting that transgenic IκBα-∆N was functional.
In line with expectations, tumors carrying transgenic IKK2-CA presented with a
strong NF-κB activity. All together these data imply that we successfully established
two additional mouse models, in which we could modulate NF-κB signaling during
MYC-induced hepatocarcinogenesis.
In addition to Western Blot analysis we performed immunohistochemical stainings on
formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded liver sections to assess for expression of the
transgenes hMYC, IKK2 and the luciferase reporter. Using immunohistochemistry,
the IκBα-∆N transgene cannot be distinguished from the endogenous IκBα as both
are of murine origin. Livers of control animals did not stain for any of the transgenes
(Figure 3.26). Liver tumors of both LT-∆N-MYC and LT-CA-MYC mice were strongly
positive for nuclear hMYC and the cytoplasmic luciferase reporter while adjacent
non-tumorous tissue showed only weak to no staining for those two transgenes
(Figure 3.26). We could not observe any staining for IKK2 in LT-∆N-MYC livers
whereas small liver tumor nodules of LT-CA-MYC mice (diameter up to 1 mm)
presented with a strong cytoplasmic protein expression. Again, non-tumorous liver
tissue of the latter cohort displayed only a weak IKK2 expression. Staining of medium
sized tumors (diameter of about 3 mm) of LT-CA-MYC mice was patchy with areas of
strong protein expression and areas with low IKK2 expression (Figure 3.26, dotted
lines). The majority of cells within hepatocarcinomas exceeding a diameter of about
5 mm showed low IKK2 protein expression levels. Stainings on liver sections derived
from LT-MYC∆N and LT-MYCCA mice were similar to LT-MYC mice with respect to
strong expression of transgenic MYC and luciferase in tumor nodules (data not
shown). Livers of all LT-MYC dtg animals were IKK2 negative (data not shown).
Taken together, we could demonstrate that in the tumors the transgenes are not only
properly expressed on protein level but IκBα-∆N and IKK2-CA seem to be functional
as well. However, modulation of NF-κB signaling did neither impact on survival nor
on tumor penetrance.
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Figure 3.26: Tumors strongly coexpress the transgenes. Representative
immunohistochemical stainings for transgenic human MYC, the luciferase reporter and
IKK2 on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded liver sections. Dashed lines mark the
tumor rim. N = non-tumorous, T = tumorous. Dotted lines mark areas with low IKK2
transgene expression. Scale bars overview: 200 µm; magnified view: 100 µm; inset:
10 µm.
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3.16.

MYC-driven hepatocarcinogenesis massively damages hepatocytes independent of the NF-κB status

According to our experimental approach mice were sacrificed due to massive tumor
load in the terminal stage of HCC. Thus, all dtg and ttg mice of both breedings
presented with significantly increased liver to body weight ratios as compared to
control mice with healthy livers (Figure 3.27 A and D):
∆N breed

min

median

max

control

(n=26)

0.040

0.047

0.068

LT-MYC∆N

(n=33)

0.120

0.194

0.327

LT-∆N-MYC

(n=39)

0.097

0.151

0.286

min

median

max

CA breed
control

(n=31)

0.039

0.048

0.077

LT-MYCCA

(n=32)

0.089

0.194

0.328

LT-CA-MYC

(n=38)

0.092

0.149

0.273

Blood samples were taken from each mouse sacrificed to analyze two serum
parameters as readout for hepatocellular damage: aspartate transaminase (AST) and
alanine aminotransferase (ALT). In control mice, serum levels of AST and ALT were
within reference ranges (AST: 10 - 91 U/ L; ALT: 12 - 44 U/ L).438 Massive
enlargement

of

the

livers

upon

MYC-induced

hepatocarcinogenesis

was

accompanied by significantly increased serum enzyme activities of AST and ALT in
all dtg and ttg cohorts independent of the NF-κB status (Figure 3.27 B, C, E and F).
Mean enzyme activities ± SEM were:
∆N breed

AST

ALT

control

(n=26)

47.0

±

3.4

22.4

±

3.8

LT-MYC∆N

(n=32)

440.3

±

39.8

375.5

±

85.5

LT-∆N-MYC

(n=37)

447.4

±

40.1

516.2

±

99.4

CA breed

AST

ALT

control

(n=28)

48.5

±

6.6

27.4

±

6.3

LT-MYCCA

(n=30)

511.8

±

53.2

222.5

±

30.7

LT-CA-MYC

(n=38)

301.9

±

27.9

262.3

±

25.5
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Figure 3.27: MYC-induced hyperproliferation leads to significantly enlarged and
damaged livers in dtg and ttg mice irrespective of the NF-κB status. Mice were
sacrificed in the terminal stage of cancer or after the age of 23 weeks. Statistical
analyses were done using ANOVA followed by Tukey's Multiple Comparison Test.
***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; ns: not significant. (A, D) Liver to body weight
ratio is significantly increased in dtg and ttg mice. Box plots of liver to body weight
ratio in control and tumor mice. Whiskers range from min to max. (B, C, E, F) Serum
enzyme activity of AST and ALT is significantly increased in tumor mice. Dotted
area marks the reference range. The means + SEM are shown. AST: aspartate
aminotransferase; ALT: alanine aminotransferase.
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3.17.

NF-κB does not affect MYC-induced hyperproliferation of hepatocarcinoma cells

The fact that we could not observe any changes in survival of mice when modulating
NF-κB activity during MYC-induced hepatocarcinogenesis suggested comparable
proliferation rates in all tumor mice irrespective of the cohort they belonged to. To this
end, we stained formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded liver sections for the proliferation marker Ki-67 and the apoptosis marker cleaved caspase 3 (CC3). The control
liver was negative for both markers (Figure 3.28). Tumors of dtg and ttg animals of
the ∆N and also the CA breed were highly proliferative as shown by the majority of
tumor cells staining for Ki-67 (Figure 3.28 and data not shown) - similar to what we
had already observed in LT-MYC mice (refer to section 3.13. on page 84). In the
livers of all tumor mice individual hepatocytes within the non-cancerous tissue were
Ki-67 positive pointing to initial malignant transformation. Also the staining pattern for

Figure 3.28: MYC-induced HCC are highly proliferative. Formalin-fixed and paraffinembedded liver sections were immunohistochemically stained for proliferation (Ki-67)
and apoptosis (cleaved caspase-3, CC3) markers. While in control livers there were
neither proliferating nor apoptotic hepatocytes tumors of LT-∆N-MYC and LT-CA-MYC
mice were highly proliferative with low percentage of apoptotic cells. Dashed lines mark
the tumor rim. N = non-tumorous, T = tumorous. Scale bars overview: 200 µm;
magnified view: 100 µm; inset: 10 µm.
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CC3 was similar in between all cohorts with individual apoptotic cells being detected
even in small tumor nodules (Figure 3.28 and data not shown). Anyhow, this low
number of apoptotic cells could not compensate for hyperproliferation thus leading to
highly proliferative tumors.

3.18.

MYC prevents TNFα or IKK2-CA-induced activation of NF-κB
signaling

So far we could demonstrate that in LT-MYC mice hepatocarcinoma cells prevent
TNFα-induced activation of the NF-κB signaling cascade. Furthermore we could
show that our mouse model to modulate NF-κB activity during MYC-induced hepatocarcinogenesis works in terms of transgene expression and binding activity of NF-κB
to DNA. Interestingly, IKK2 expression levels seamed to drop during tumor
progression as only small (< 1 mm) but not big (> 5 mm) tumor nodules stained for
IKK2 while tumors of all sizes preserved MYC protein expression. These findings
suggested that in MYC-driven HCC NF-κB signaling is down-modulated in the course
of tumor progression. To test this hypothesis, we intraperitoneally injected seven
weeks old mice with TNFα to force activation of NF-κB signaling or with the saline
solution HBSS as a control. One hour after the injection tissue samples were taken
from liver and kidney. Formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue sections were
stained for the NF-κB subunit p65, which translocates from the cytoplasm to the
nucleus upon successful activation of this signaling cascade. Control-injection with
HBSS did not induce nuclear translocation of p65 (data not shown). TNFα-injected
control mice presented with a prominent nuclear staining for p65 in hepatocytes and
in renal cells (Figure 3.29). Surprisingly, in LT-∆N mice injection of TNFα led to a
pronounced activation of NF-κB not only in the kidney but also in the liver. Even if
IκBα-∆N has been described to be a dominant inhibitor, in the context of TNFαactivated NF-κB signaling the level of transgenic IκBα-∆N was insufficient to prevent
a full-blown response.409 In contrast in LT-∆N-MYC mice we could not observe
nuclear p65 in tumors and weak to no nuclear staining in the non-cancerous tissue
surrounding the tumors although in the kidney NF-κB signaling was highly active.
Strikingly, hepatocarcinoma cells of uninjected or HBSS-injected LT-CA-MYC mice
were negative for activated p65 although the IKK2-CA transgene was properly
expressed on protein level at least in small tumor nodules (Figure 3.29 and data not
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Figure 3.29: Neither TNFα nor IKK2-CA are sufficient to activate NF-κB signaling
in MYC-driven HCC. Seven weeks old mice were intraperitoneally injected with TNFα
to induce NF-κB signaling or control-injected with HBSS. Representative immunohistochemical staining for the NF-κB subunit p65 on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded
tissue sections. Kidney served as internal positive control for TNFα-induced activation
of NF-κB. Dashed lines mark the tumor rim. N = non-tumorous, T = tumorous. Scale
bars, overview: 100 µm; zoomed view: 10 µm.

shown). Not even additional TNFα injection could promote NF-κB signaling in tumors
of LT-CA-MYC mice while in the kidney TNFα caused nuclear translocation of p65.
Similar to what we have already shown for LT-MYC mice (refer to section 3.14. on
page 85), in LT-MYC∆N and LT-MYCCA animals only very small tumors (diameter
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< 1 mm) weakly responded to TNFα injection while bigger HCC did not respond at all
(data not shown).
Taken together we could demonstrate that neither TNFα nor constitutively active
IKK2-CA is sufficient to activate NF-κB signaling during MYC-induced hepatocarcinogenesis or in already established MYC-driven HCC. These findings imply that the
process of MYC-driven malignant transformation includes the development of
mechanisms that allow inhibition of NF-κB activation probably at the level of the IKK
complex or downstream of IKK2 pointing to a tumor suppressor function. This is in
line with our previous work on MYC-driven B cell lymphoma showing that also in this
tumor entity NF-κB signaling is switched off and that forced activation is incompatible
with lymphoma cell survival.397 Thus, our data on HCC further support the notion that
in the context of MYC-driven tumorigenesis inactivation of NF-κB signaling is a
prerequisite to allow for malignant transformation.
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4.

Discussion

Since the first member of the MYC protein family has been discovered almost 35
years ago, its role in tissue homeostasis and cancer has been intensively studied.
The fact that MYC regulates expression of up to 15 % of all human genes explains
why members of this protein family are involved in almost all cellular processes
including cell growth, proliferation, apoptosis and differentiation.13,14 The importance
of a tight regulation of MYC protein activity to prevent uncontrolled cell growth is
underscored by the finding that in up to 70 % of all human malignancies MYC
proteins are deregulated.111 Of note, besides their pro-proliferative function, MYC
family members possess the potential to induce apoptosis as well.97,111,113 This proapoptotic function is believed to be a safeguard mechanism to protect from malignant
transformation and involves the extrinsic and intrinsic apoptotic pathways as well as
the ARF/MDM2/p53 tumor suppressor pathway (reviewed in 443). As a consequence, additional genetic alterations are required to circumvent this protective
mechanism and to allow for tumorigenesis. Given that MYC is involved in a multitude
of signaling pathways, the mechanisms underlying MYC-induced tumorigenesis are
equally diverse.

This study aimed at analyzing novel (part 1) or controversially discussed pathways
(part 2) that might cooperate with MYC family proteins during the process of
malignant transformation to better understand the pathomechanisms of MYC-driven
tumors.
Part 1: Cooperation of MYCN and survivin in malignant transformation

4.1.

Suitability of Rat-1 cells as model system

We have shown that MYCN and survivin, two genes commonly overexpressed in
diverse tumor entities including sarcomas, cooperate in malignant transformation of
Rat-1 fibroblasts. This cell line has been successfully used in the past to investigate
MYCN-induced transformation.117,444 In Rat-1 cells, endogenous hypermethylation of
the p21 promoter silences its gene expression and consequently abrogates the
p53/ p21 axis.445 Also in a broad range of human cancers the p53/ p21 axis is
deregulated by deletions and/ or inactivating mutations of p53 or amplification of its
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inhibitor MDM2.446 For instance, in many neuroblastomas the p53 signaling pathway
is defective due to amplification of MDM2 and inactivation of p14ARF.447-449 Additionally,
Twist1, which is commonly overexpressed in mesenchymal tumors, directly interacts
with p53 and thereby mediates its degradation.450 Besides these aforementioned
genetic aberrations, also aberrant expression of MYC proteins prevents p53mediated growth arrest via down-regulation of cell cycle arrest genes including the
major mediator p21.151,451 Of particular relevance is the finding that defects in the p53
axis coexist with MYCN overexpression or amplification in human malignancies such
as sarcomas.452,453 Thus, silencing of the p53/ p21 axis in Rat-1 cells mimics a
situation found in many tumors and thus renders Rat-1 cells a suitable cellular model
for cancer research.

4.2.

Potential mechanistic interactions of MYCN and survivin

Combined expression of MYCN and survivin in Rat-1 fibroblasts impacted on several
hallmarks of cancer4:
1. It led to hyperproliferation.
2. Sensitivity to anti-growth signals was reduced, as manifested by decreased
contact inhibition.
3. Anoikis resistance was enhanced, as shown by anchorage-independent
growth.
4. Angiogenesis was altered, as shown by vascular remodeling.
5. Metabolism was reprogrammed, as demonstrated by aerobic glycolysis.
6. MYCN and survivin cooperatively reduced tumor latency and enhanced tumor
growth.
Survivin supports proliferation by balancing oncogenic stress
Overexpression of MYCN stimulated proliferation of fibroblasts, a finding that has
also been described for neuroectodermal cells.454,455 Of note, concomitant expression
of survivin and MYCN increased the growth rate of tumors in vivo while survivin alone
did not impact on proliferation. This may be explained by the fact that survivin
maintains integrity of the mitotic spindle, thus promoting mitotic progression even
under oncogenic stress.456,457 In vitro, no effect of survivin on MYCN-induced
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hyperproliferation was observed, probably due to oversupply of pro-proliferative
factors in the culture medium.
Endogenous levels of survivin confer maximal protection from apoptosis
In vivo, anti-apoptotic function attributable to survivin could not be appreciated, as in
the tumors both constitutive and MYCN-induced apoptosis were very low. When in
vitro cultures were subjected to trophic stress, survivin did not protect from MYCNinduced apoptosis. Endogenous survivin levels could already be sufficient for
maximal protection from apoptosis, rendering a further increase in survivin
expression non-effective. This is in line with data showing that knockdown of survivin
increased sensitivity of NB cell lines to MYCN-induced apoptosis upon serum
deprivation.97 One might also speculate that human survivin is not fully active in rat
cells. However, with an overall amino acid sequence identity of 83 %, human and rat
survivin are highly conserved. Moreover, Lens and coworkers could rescue a survivin
knockdown phenotype in murine fibroblasts by reexpressing human survivin.264
Survivin supports acquirement of pro-metastatic features
MYCN and survivin cooperated in enhancing anchorage-independent growth and in
promoting release from contact inhibition. The former facilitates early establishment
of tumors and may enhance metastasis as well. It has been shown that survivin
promotes metastasis via NF-κB- and AKT-dependent up-regulation of genes involved
in invasion and metastasis and by FAK- and Src-dependent inhibition of anoikis.333,458
Together with the release from contact-inhibition, these acquired properties can
explain the reduced latency in SN tumors.
Increased tumor growth in spite of reduced neovascularization
Vascular remodeling is the process, which leads to structural alterations based on
changes in the survival of vascular smooth muscle cells or endothelial cells (EC) but
also involves cell migration and modification of extracellular matrix.459 It is triggered
by angiogenic factors such as PDGF or VEGF, which activate the PI3K/ AKT
pathway and lead to increased survivin expression in these cells.325,327,460 MYC
proteins have been shown to regulate angiogenesis, e.g. by activating VEGF
expression and secretion.84,461 In this study we demonstrated that vascular remodeling
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was evident in tumors derived from Rat-1 cells coexpressing MYCN and survivin.
Tumors presented with significantly lower numbers of newly formed vessels, but the
size of many vessels was increased instead. The larger vessel lumina observed may
allow for increased blood flow by decreasing resistance. This may have augmented
supply of nutrients and oxygen to tumors thus enhancing their growth. Strikingly,
recent studies showed that ECs can harbor the same genetic aberrations as the
tumor cells, such as amplification of MYCN in MYCN-amplified neuroblastoma.462,463
Remarkably, the more advanced the tumor, the higher was the percentage of tumor
cell-derived ECs. These findings not only imply a tumor origin of ECs but also provide
a potential mechanism of how fibroblast-targeted overexpression of survivin might
modulate angiogenesis in tumors derived from MYCN-transformed Rat-1 fibroblasts.
Further mechanistic considerations
Contrary to overexpression of MYCN alone, sole overexpression of survivin did not
promote acquirement of any of the tumor characteristics analyzed in vitro and in vivo.
Therefore, it is likely that their cooperation in SN cells relies on the assistance of
MYCN by survivin. In this context, it may be interesting to investigate whether the
enhanced malignancy of SN cells is mediated via stabilization of MYCN protein by
survivin. Such cooperation has already been described for neuroblastoma where
Aurora A or mutated ALK directly or indirectly reduce MYCN turnover.464,465 The
finding that in SN tumors MYCN protein levels are elevated as compared to N tumors
might be a first hint that supports this hypothesis.

4.3.

Impact of host immune status on tumor engraftment

Combined overexpression of MYCN and survivin transformed fibroblasts into
markedly

anaplastic

sarcomas,

which

formed

rapidly

growing

tumors

in

immunocompromised mice. In contrast, overexpression of MYCN led to tumors with
less anaplasia that grew more slowly. Sole overexpression of survivin or mock
infection of Rat-1 cells led to slowly growing, differentiated fibromas. This finding may
appear to be unexpected since Rat-1 cells are considered to be non-transformed.
Moreover, this observation may seem to be inconsistent with our in vitro results. In
vitro, empty vector and survivin-transduced cells did not show a transformed
phenotype when assessed for contact inhibition (focus formation assay) and
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anchorage independence (soft agar assay). However, the observation that nontransformed cells give rise to tumors in vivo may be explained by the following
considerations:
1. In vitro assays may not perfectly model the situation found in vivo.
2. Immunocompromised individuals are more susceptible to tumor development,
which clearly shows that the immune system protects from carcinogenesis.
Thus, in immunocompetent organisms two scenarios take place: Selective
pressure leads to establishment of tumors with low to no immunogenicity or
immunogenic cancer cells induce immunotolerance. Consequently, tumors that
develop without selective pressure in immunoincompetent mice may not grow
in syngeneic immunocompetent animals.338 In this study we made use of
severely immunocompromised mice, which in general are highly permissive for
the establishment and growth of even non-transformed xenotransplants.466 Of
note, tumorigenicity of Rat-1 fibroblasts was initially assessed in syngeneic
immunocompetent Fischer rats.398
3. According to Hanahan and Weinberg, genomic instability is one of the
characteristics of cancer cells.3,4 The fact that some tumor entities acquire
certain chromosomal aberrations is already exploited in the clinics to detect
cancer, predict outcome and chose appropriate therapies.467-469 As we showed
by SKY analyses, parental Rat-1 cells themselves already harbor a considerable number of structural and numerical chromosomal aberrations. According
to these data, Rat-1 fibroblasts should be classified as malignant.
4. Already in 1889, Stephen Paget postulated the “seed and soil” theory
describing the fact that metastases spread to tissues that provide a permissive
microenvironment.470 As we subcutaneously injected the Rat-1 transfectants
into mice, transplanted cells were subjected not only to a supportive
environment, but even their physiological niche.471,472 In spite of the fact that
from the geneticist’s view Rat-1 fibroblasts are tumor cells, this cell line
preserved in vitro growth characteristics typical of fibroblasts while in vivo it
may give rise to tumors as long as the microenvironment is suitable.
5. All experiments were performed with newly purchased, low passage Rat-1
fibroblasts and transfectants of the different groups were cultured in parallel. As
morphology and growth properties of control cells did not change throughout
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the experiments, it is unlikely that the Rat-1 fibroblasts became transformed
during culture and thus gave rise to tumors in vivo.

4.4.

HIF1α and LDHA: MYC target genes versus effectors of the
Warburg effect

Overexpression of MYCN but not of survivin induced a glycolytic phenotype. This
phenotype was markedly enhanced in cells that coexpressed both MYCN and
survivin. Tumor growth beyond a diameter of about 0.4 mm requires recruitment of
new blood vessels to guarantee sufficient supply with nutrients and oxygen.330,423
Insufficient angiogenesis leads to hypoxia and consequently necrosis in the tumor
center. However, in SN tumors HIF1α, a marker for hypoxia, was homogeneously
expressed throughout the whole tumor section. This finding suggests that the
observed metabolic changes are not simply the result of hypoxia. Another
characteristic of aerobic glycolysis is an increased production of lactate. At high
concentrations, lactate inhibits lactate dehydrogenase and thus glycolytic energy
production. To avoid feedback inhibition and, as a consequence, retardation of cell
growth, lactate is transported out of cells and removed via the blood stream. We
could show that SN tumors strongly express lactate dehydrogenase A, which
catalyzes the conversion of pyruvate to lactate. Still, lactate did not accumulate in the
cells of SN tumors as shown by metabolic bioluminescence imaging. These findings
are consistent with the Warburg effect and suggest that SN tumors have sufficient
vasculature. So far it remains open whether in SN tumors the expression of lactate
transporters (e.g. monocarboxylate transporter 1 or 4) is increased, which could
promote lactate removal.473 Of note, it has been reported previously that expression
of HIF1α and LDHA is specifically linked with amplification of MYCN and contributes
to neuroblastoma aggressiveness.99 Additionally, the switch from oxidative phosphorylation to aerobic glycolysis increases the provision of building blocks necessary
for hyperproliferation and may thus contribute to the enhanced tumorigenicity of SN
cells. Taken together, the metabolic changes observed are manifestations of the
Warburg effect rather than the consequence of enhanced tumor growth and
insufficient nutritional supply.
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4.5.

Part 1: Conclusions

The data presented here show for the first time that MYCN and survivin cooperate in
malignant transformation, which may be highly relevant for diverse tumor entities
where these two factors are deregulated. It will be important to validate our findings
on additional cell lines and, more importantly, on human primary material by showing
that indeed MYCN and survivin are coexpressed in established tumors. Preliminary
gene expression analyses of about 240 human primary neuroblastoma samples
show that in about 20 % of the cases MYCN and survivin are coexpressed. Overall
survival and event-free survival of patients with tumors coexpressing both risk factors
are dramatically shorter as compared to neuroblastoma patients with normal
expression levels of both genes or even patients with high expression levels of
survivin. Future analyses of different human tumors known to overexpress MYCN
and survivin will show whether their concomitant overexpression better predicts poor
outcome than overexpression of either gene alone.

Part 2: Function of NF-κB in MYC-driven Hepatocellular Carcinoma

4.6.

Motivations for the use of an HCC tumor model

NF-κB target genes are found to be activated in a variety of different malignancies
including solid and hematologic tumors.130 This signaling cascade is often referred to
as a pro-survival and anti-apoptotic pathway as it promotes various aspects of
tumorigenesis. MYC-driven malignancies might especially profit from its antiapoptotic activity. However, we and others have shown that NF-κB is not only
dispensable for MYC-induced lymphomagenesis, but that forced activation drives
cells into death receptor-mediated apoptosis.397,474 Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
seemed to us to be a suitable tumor entity to assess whether the inactivation of NFκB signaling is a general feature of MYC-driven oncogenesis because of three main
reasons:
1. MYC plays a central role in the pathogenesis of HCC as MYC and
concomitantly its target genes are found to be selectively activated in HCC but
not in liver dysplasia.475 Moreover, MYC-driven HCC are dependent on MYC
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as its inactivation in established tumors induces regression, differentiation and
apoptosis.73
2. The role of NF-κB in hepatocarcinogenesis is controversially discussed. On
the one hand it is referred to as pro-tumorigenic pathway because it confers
protection from apoptosis, induces cell growth and maintains the inflammatory
microenvironment in which HCC develop.383-385 On the other hand it acts as
tumor suppressor, as loss of components of the NF-κB pathway triggers
hepatocarcinogenesis.394,395
3. Little is known about the role of NF-κB in the context of MYC-driven HCC.
There is only one study describing that NF-κB is not active in MYC-induced
HCC but still they could coexist when TGFα and MYC were coexpressed in
the liver.384

4.7.

Status of MYC and endogenous NF-κB in MYC-driven HCC

It has already been demonstrated that HCC can be generated in mice when MYC
expression is targeted to the liver using different promoters such as the albumin
promoter or the liver activator protein (LAP) promoter, the latter of which we used for
the present study.224,433,476-479 The tet-off-based responder mouse line was generated in
our lab and has the advantage that MYC is coexpressed together with a luciferase
reporter gene.408 Similar to what has been described by Beer and coworkers,
overexpression of MYC in the liver of double transgenic animals induced HCC with a
high penetrance, short latency and considerable similarity to the human disease.433
While MYC and the luciferase reporter were strongly expressed in the tumor nodules,
adjacent non-tumorous tissue was largely negative. This might be due to a mosaiclike expression pattern with non-expressing and expressing hepatocytes, a phenomenon that has also been observed in other tissues using tet-off systems.480,481 When
MYC expression levels exceed a certain threshold MYC’s pro-apoptotic function
takes effect and pushes cells into apoptosis.97,482 It is likely that within few days after
DOX withdrawal, once the transgenes are expressed, hepatocytes with high MYC
expression levels (MYChigh) are eliminated via apoptosis while MYClow and nonexpressing hepatocytes survive and regenerate the liver, a process called
compensatory proliferation. Once hepatocytes acquire additional alterations that
counteract MYC-induced apoptosis, MYChigh cells survive and give rise to hepatocar108
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cinomas. Due to MYC-induced selection for hepatocytes with low to none LAP
promoter activity, in triple transgenic mice also the other transgenes presented with a
similar expression pattern, i.e. high expression levels restricted to the tumors. Later
on in the tumor-bearing mice we could detect individual MYC+, luci+ and Ki-67+
hepatocytes within the non-tumorous tissue demonstrating that these cells were
about to transform to cancer cells.
MYC-driven HCCs presented with low-level NF-κB signaling as assessed by DNAbinding activity. Interestingly, injection of TNFα, which is a potent inducer of NF-κB,
was not sufficient to fully activate NF-κB in the tumors of double transgenic mice.
Only individual cells in tumor nodules below a size of 1 mm presented with low levels
of nuclear p65, whereas bigger carcinomas did not respond to TNFα at all. We thus
established two triple transgenic mouse lines to genetically modulate NF-κB signaling
during MYC-induced hepatocarcinogenesis.

4.8.

Suitability of one driver to coexpress two transgenes

Since in all responder mouse lines the transgenes were controlled by the tetracycline
responsive bidirectional promoter (Ptetbi) we made use of only one driver mouse line
(LAP-tTA) to coexpress MYC together with either of two NF-κB modulators (IKK2-CA
or IκBα-∆N). Western Blot analyses as well as immunohistochemical stainings on
triple transgenic animals confirmed that protein products of both transgenes were
present in hepatocarcinomas. However, mosaic-like expression patterns could
eventually have led to a situation in which part of the cells solely express MYC while
others solely express the NF-κB modulator. Even if it is likely that there are individual
cells expressing only one of the transgenes, the following facts strongly imply that
most of the cells within HCC properly coexpressed the transgenes in the same cell:
1. Neither IKK2-CA nor IκBα-∆N are able to transform hepatocytes within 10
weeks (median latency to terminal stage HCC).
2. In HCC of all cohorts, the vast majority, if not all, of tumor cells strongly
stained for MYC.
3. In carcinomas of LT-CA-MYC mice the vast majority, if not all, of tumor cells
were at least weakly IKK2-CA positive.
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To finally prove that MYC and IKK2-CA are really coexpressed in single cells, we
intend to perform costainings on tissue sections. It is worth mentioning that
Podsypanina and colleagues also used one driver mouse line to express MYC
together with KRAS in mammary epithelial cells.483 Although they did not show that
both oncogenes are coexpressed in the same cell, they demonstrated that mice
carrying both transgenes developed mammary tumors with a markedly reduced
latency as compared to mice carrying either MYC or KRAS. These findings suggest a
proper coexpression of both transgenes and serve as proof of principle that tet
systems can be used to drive the expression of two tet responsive promoter
constructs.

4.9.

TNFα-induced activation of NF-κB in spite of the IκBα-∆N superrepressor

To abrogate NF-κB signaling in hepatocytes, we made use of a responder mouse
line carrying the IκBα-∆N transgene. Lavon et al. have demonstrated that IκBα-∆N is
a dominant inhibitor that prevents concanavalin A (ConA)-induced NF-κB
activation.409 Contrary to these observations, in our hands the IκBα-∆N transgene
could not prevent TNFα from inducing a pronounced response in the liver of LT-∆N
mice. Obviously, in this context the expression level of the transgene was insufficient
to prevent a full-blown response. TNFα, which is one of the strongest inducers of NFκB, directly acts on hepatocytes whereas the mode of action of ConA on hepatocytes
is indirect. Accumulation of ConA in the hepatic sinus leads to a recruitment and
activation of mononuclear cells, which in turn secrete several cytokines including
TNFα. These cytokines finally activate NF-κB in hepatocytes.484,485 Even if transgenic
IκBα-∆N could not prevent a strong response upon TNFα injection, it was still
sufficient to reduce basal NF-κB activity in HCC of LT-∆N-MYC mice as compared to
HCC of the other cohorts. Thus our findings imply that transgenic IκBα-∆N is
functional even if its efficiency in preventing activation of NF-κB seems to depend on
the mechanism of induction.

4.10.

Modifiability of NF-κB in MYC-driven HCC

Compared to control livers, in HCC of all cohorts the basal NF-κB activity was
increased. This might be explained by the fact that all tumors were infiltrated with
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CD3 positive T lymphocytes, which are not present in control livers and which are
usually characterized by high levels of NF-κB. The fact that basal NF-κB activity in
LT-MYC mice was higher as compared to LT-∆N-MYC mice may be explained as
follows:
1. Insufficient IκBα-∆N transgene expression in Kupffer cells and activated T
lymphocytes: As we and others have shown the LAP promoter is not a liverspecific promoter and is also active in macrophages and T lymphocytes.442,486489

Especially during cell differentiation and upon immune cell activation, the

LAP promoter becomes highly active in these cell types. Basal NF-κB activity
in control livers might be attributed to hepatic macrophages, the Kupffer cells,
and that found in LT-MYC mice to Kupffer cells plus infiltrating (i.e. activated)
T lymphocytes, which are characterized by high levels of NF-κB. Expression of
IκBα-∆N reduced basal NF-κB activity although not to the level of control
livers, probably due to insufficient transgene expression levels in Kupffer cells
and activated T lymphocytes.
2. MYC induces low level NF-κB activity in tumor cells: Since the number of
infiltrating cells was similar in all HCC, the increased NF-κB activity observed
in LT-MYC mice versus LT-∆N-MYC mice suggested that at least part of the
NF-κB activity was induced by MYC directly in tumor cells.
To constitutively activate NF-κB signaling, we made use of a responder mouse line
carrying the IKK2-CA transgene (Ptetbi-IKK2-CA). Recently, we have shown that in
LT-CA mice transgenic IKK2 is able to induce nuclear translocation of p65 in
hepatocytes.442 We also crossed Ptetbi-IKK2-CA mice to additional tissue-specific
driver mouse lines expressing the tetracycline-transactivator (tTA) protein under the
control of either the glial fibrillary acidic protein promoter or the α-myosin heavy chain
promoter to target IKK2-CA expression to astrocytes or heart muscle.490,491 Similar to
the liver, overexpression of IKK2-CA in the brain and heart led to an activation of NFκB signaling and thus a nuclear translocation of p65. In LT-CA-MYC mice, only small
tumor nodules (diameter < 1 mm) strongly expressed IKK2 while its expression was
markedly down-modulated - although not turned off completely - with increasing
carcinoma size. This reduction in transgene expression might be due to different
reasons:
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1. LAP promoter silencing upon dedifferentiation: Malignant progression of
tumors arising from terminally differentiated cells is accompanied by
dedifferentiation and changes in promoter activity, which might lead to a loss
of transgene expression.
2. CMV promoter silencing: All responder mouse lines carry the tetracycline
responsive operon, which is flanked by two minimal CMV promoters that drive
supraphysiologically high expression levels of the respective transgenes.
Numerous studies have shown that the CMV promoter is prone to epigenetic
and cytokine-mediated silencing, which represents an anti-viral safeguard
mechanism mediated by innate and adaptive immune responses.492,494-498
3. Anti-transgene immunity raised against CMV promoter-driven transgenes: Due
to high level transgene expression, CMV promoter-driven transgenes are
prone to invoke an immune response as shown by high titers of antibodies
raised against the transgene.493,495
4. ER-stress-induced down-modulation of protein product: High level transgene
expression has been shown to induce severe ER stress, i.e. accumulation of
unfolded proteins, to the host cell. This leads to impaired protein maturation
and consequently protein degradation.499,500
5. Selection for IKK2-CAlow carcinoma cells in triple transgenic mice: Similar to
MYC-driven lymphomas also in MYC-driven HCC, MYC expression and
constitutively high activity of NF-κB signaling seem to be mutually exclusive.397
Therefore one might speculate that either MYC-driven carcinoma cells
manage to down-modulate IKK2-CA to allow for continued tumor growth or
IKK2-CAlow carcinoma cells have a growth advantage and finally make up the
tumor mass of big carcinomas.
The fact that even very big tumors still strongly stained for MYC while strong
expression of IKK2-CA was restricted to small and medium sized nodules suggested
that down-modulation of IKK2 protein levels was rather related to MYC and not the
result of promoter silencing or an ER stress response. Moreover, these findings
indicated

that

tumor

progression

was

incompatible

with

continued

IKK2

overexpression. In spite of proper coexpression of MYC and IKK2-CA in small tumor
nodules we could not detect nuclear p65 – neither per se nor after TNFα injection.
These findings imply that MYC prevents an overactivation of NF-κB signaling.
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Furthermore, preliminary in vitro experiments revealed that HCC cell lines we
established from LT-MYC mice and HepG2 cells did not tolerate forced NF-κB
activation as retrovirally introduced IKK2-CA hindered cell proliferation and was only
transiently expressed (data not shown). To further support this notion we intend to
analyze other non-MYC-driven HCC mouse models to not only assess their NF-κB
status but also whether a TNFα stimulus is able to activate NF-κB signaling in other
HCC subsets.

4.11.

Pronounced NF-κB DNA-binding activity while lacking nuclear
translocation of p65

Taken together, not only TNFα but also genetic introduction of a constitutively active
IKK2 failed to induce NF-κB signaling in hepatocarcinoma cells as measured by
nuclear translocation of p65. Still we could detect a pronounced DNA-binding activity
of NF-κB in LT-CA-MYC mice as shown by EMSA. This apparent contradiction can
be resolved by different conceivable explanations:
1. DNA-binding activity of cytoplasmic p65: Immunohistochemical stainings
revealed a pronounced cytoplasmic staining for p65 in carcinoma cells. Even if
it has been shown that cytoplasmic p65 has DNA-binding activity in vitro this
cannot explain our findings as intensity of the cytoplasmic staining of
carcinoma cells was similar in all cohorts.501
2. Mosaicism giving rise to hepatocytes that solely express IKK2-CA: We and
others observed that the CMV promoter, which drives expression of all
transgenes

in

our

mouse

models,

induces

mosaic-like

expression

patterns.480,481 This results in hepatocytes that express IKK2-CA but not MYC.
However, IKK2-CA alone does not transform hepatocytes within 10 weeks,
which was the median latency of terminal stage HCC in LT-CA-MYC mice.
Since the vast majority of carcinoma cells are highly proliferative MYCtransformed cells, there is every likelihood that the percentage of IKK2-CA
single positive hepatocytes within the tumors is very low. Thus it is improbable
that the elevated DNA-binding activity results from hepatocytes that only
express IKK2-CA.
3. LAP promoter-driven IKK2-CA expression in Kupffer cells and tumor infiltrating
T lymphocytes: The most plausible explanation is the fact that the LAP
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promoter is also active in activated Kupffer cells as well as T lymphocytes,
which leads to the expression of transgenic IKK2-CA. Even if the number of
tumor infiltrating cells and Kupffer cells was similar in HCC of all cohorts,
overexpression of IKK2-CA and thus constitutive activation of NF-κB signaling
in immune cells can explain elevated DNA-binding activity of NF-κB in LT-CAMYC mice.

4.12.

Potential mechanisms of MYC-induced silencing of NF-κB activity

Further histological and biochemical analyses of the tumors and also the cell lines we
established from HCC of LT-MYC mice will clarify how MYC modulates NF-κB
signaling. The fact that MYC prevents nuclear translocation of p65 in the presence of
high protein levels of IKK2-CA (as observed in small tumor nodules of LT-CA-MYC
mice) suggests different potential mechanisms of how MYC might silence NF-κB
signaling:
1. On the level of the IKK complex: Activity of the IKK complex depends, among
other factors, on the presence of the regulatory subunit NEMO. It has been
shown that apart from the IKK complex NEMO also binds other proteins
including MYC, which increases MYC’s protein stability.502 Thus one might
speculate that MYC scavenges NEMO thereby reducing its availability for the
IKK complex. Moreover, MYC might interfere with the enzymatic activity of
IKK2-CA.
2. Downstream of the IKK complex: This might, for example, occur via induction
of the endogenous IκB proteins IκBα, IκBβ and IκBε although Western Blot
analyses demonstrated that endogenous IκBα levels were similar in all cohorts
(refer to page 92). Still, MYC might hinder proteasomal degradation of IκBα or
IκB proteins in general. Additionally, MYC might impede with nuclear shuttling
of the NF-κB dimer.

4.13.

Part 2: Conclusions

It will be important to validate our observations on human primary material to confirm
that the down-modulation of NF-κB signaling is a common event in human disease
as well and that its forced reactivation might be a treatment option for MYC-driven
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HCC. To this end, it is essential to decipher the underlying mechanisms of how MYC
targets NF-κB signaling. Comparative functional genomics demonstrated that MYC
transgenic HCC mouse models recapitulate to a considerable extent the better
survival group of human HCC.503 Thus it is likely that our findings will be of clinical
relevance to a subset of HCC patients.
Since also Burkitt’s lymphoma cells did not tolerate continued overactivation of NFκB signaling, down-modulation of this pathway could be a general feature of MYCdriven malignancies. Therefore, it is of particular interest to check whether in other
MYC-driven tumor entities such as medulloblastoma or even neuroblastoma, which is
a MYCN-related neuronal tumor, NF-κB signaling is down-modulated as well and
thus a reactivation might even be a treatment option for MYC-driven cancers in
general.
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5.

Summary

MYC proto-oncogenes are found to be deregulated in up to 70 % of all human
malignancies. Besides their well documented pro-proliferative function, MYC family
proteins are potent inducers of apoptosis. As a consequence, additional genetic
alterations are required to allow for malignant transformation. The present study
focused on two pro-survival factors that are of importance in the pathogenesis of a
multitude of different human malignancies aiming at a better understanding of the
pathomechanisms that MYC-driven tumors have in common.
The inhibitor of apoptosis protein survivin (BIRC5), one of the most tumor-specific
genes, is overexpressed in the majority of human cancers but is undetectable in most
adult tissues. In several tumor entities both MYC proteins and survivin have been
described as unfavorable prognostic markers but it is unknown whether they
cooperate in carcinogenesis. To this end, we overexpressed MYCN, survivin or both
in Rat-1 fibroblasts and assessed for acquirement of cancer cell properties. Indeed,
survivin enhanced MYCN-driven anchorage-independent growth and release from
contact-inhibition in vitro. Importantly, upon subcutaneous transplantation into mice,
cells overexpressing both instead of either one of the transgenes generated tumors
with shortened latency, marked anaplasia and an increased proliferation-to-apoptosis
ratio resulting in accelerated growth. Mechanistically, the increased tumorigenicity
was associated with a metabolic switch to aerobic glycolysis (the Warburg effect) and
HIF1α-linked vascular remodeling. These findings show that MYCN and survivin
cooperate in malignant transformation of fibroblasts, which is relevant for the genesis
of some sarcomas and other cancers as well.
The pro-survival activity of NF-κB signaling pathway plays a key role in controlling
initiation and progression of various types of human cancer. Previous studies in our
lab have shown that proliferation and survival of MYC-driven B cell lymphomas is
incompatible with elevated NF-κB activity. To test whether inactivation of NF-κB
signaling is a general feature of MYC-driven malignancies we established a mouse
model of MYC-induced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). With a high penetrance and
short latency mice developed HCC, which were considerably similar to the human
disease. It was not possible to activate NF-κB in the tumors – neither via stimulation
with TNFα nor via expression of a constitutively active IKK2. These findings imply
that MYC-driven cancers actively down-modulate the NF-κB pathway and that its
forced reactivation might be a treatment option for this subset of malignancies.
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6.

Zusammenfassung

Etwa 70 % aller humanen Tumore weisen eine Fehlregulation eines der MYC ProtoOnkogene auf. Neben ihrer wohl bekannten pro-proliferativen Wirkung können sie
auch sehr effektiv Apoptose induzieren. Daher sind zusätzliche genetische Veränderungen Voraussetzung für die maligne Transformation durch MYC Proteine. Die
vorliegende Arbeit befasste sich mit zwei Faktoren, die bei der Pathogenese einer
Vielzahl verschiedener Tumore eine wesentliche Rolle spielen. Ziel war es ein
besseres Verständnis für die Pathomechanismen zu entwickeln, die die verschiedenen MYC-getriebenen Tumore gemeinsam haben.
Das anti-apoptotische Protein Survivin (BIRC5) ist eines der am stärksten Tumorassoziierten Gene. Während es in den meisten ausgereiften Geweben nicht
nachweisbar ist, wird es in einer Mehrheit aller Tumore stark reexprimiert. Für einige
Tumorarten wurden zwar sowohl MYC Proteine als auch Survivin als mit einer
schlechten Prognose korrelierende Marker beschrieben, aber es ist nichts darüber
bekannt, ob diese bei der Tumorentstehung kooperieren. Um dieser Frage auf den
Grund zu gehen haben wir MYCN und Survivin jeweils einzeln und zusammen in
Rat-1 Fibroblasten überexprimiert und geprüft, ob die Zellen dadurch Krebszelleigenschaften entwickeln. Tatsächlich verstärkte Survivin in vitro den Verlust der Kontakthemmung und der Verankerungsabhängigkeit welcher durch MYCN induziert wurde.
Nach subkutaner Transplantation entstanden aus den Zellen, die beide Transgene
überexprimierten bereits nach kürzerer Latenz Tumore mit ausgeprägter Anaplasie
und einem erhöhten Verhältnis von Proliferation zu Apoptose was letztlich zu einem
beschleunigten Tumorwachstum in Mäusen führte. Die gesteigerte Tumorigenität
ging einher mit einer Stoffwechselumstellung hin zur aeroben Glykolyse (der
sogenannte Warburg Effekt) und einer HIF1α-gekoppelten Umstrukturierung der
Blutgefäße. Diese Befunde zeigen, dass MYCN und Survivin bei der malignen
Transformation von Fibroblasten kooperieren was für die Entstehung einiger
Sarkome und auch anderer Krebserkrankungen relevant ist.
Da der NF-κB Signalweg das Überleben einer Zelle fördert hat er auch bei der
Regulation der Initiierung und Progression vieler Tumore eine Schlüsselfunktion.
Eigene Studien haben gezeigt, dass Proliferation und Überleben MYC-getriebener BZell Lymphome nicht mit einer aktiven NF-κB-Signalgebung vereinbar sind. Um
herauszufinden, ob die Inaktivierung von NF-κB ein generelles Merkmal MYC117

Zusammenfassung

induzierter Tumore ist, etablierten wir ein Mausmodell in dem durch die Überexpression von MYC hepatozelluläre Karzinome entstehen. Die Mäuse entwickelten mit
hoher Penetranz und nach kurzer Latenzzeit Tumore, die denen im Menschen
erheblich ähnelten. Es war nicht möglich NF-κB in den Tumoren zu aktivieren –
weder über eine Stimulation mit TNFα noch über eine Expression von konstitutiv
aktivem IKK2. Diese Befunde legen nahe, dass MYC-getriebene Tumore den NF-κB
Signalweg aktiv stumm schalten und dass in dieser Tumoruntergruppe eine
erzwungene Reaktivierung ein möglicher Therapieansatz ist.
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